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1. Introduction 
------------
The problem of accident insurance coveraGe for pupils 
and teachers has been discussed for years in America among 
educators, parent-teacher associations, and safety councils. 
During my college years, and as a teacher and principal I 
have been aware of the need for a rood, sound and practical 
accident insurance coverage policy for pupils and teachers 
which would pro.vide maximum coverage at a minirnum cost to 
all concerned. Such a plan should enable all the pupils and 
teachers to subscribe to it if the cost would be so low that 
even indigent parents could afford to enroll their children 
in it. Such a plan would prevent many families from relying 
on welfare orranizations to pay the accident bills and other 
families from having to pay hur,ce bills incurred by accidents. 
I shall attempt to prove through careful investigation 
that it is feasible to have such an insurance program for 
pupjls and teachers in America which offers adequate acci-
dent insurance coverafe at a minimum cost to the individual. 
W!lile in Germany I have becorr,e acquainted with a system 
which is now in operation. Through careful examination of 
this system, current literature available, personnel inter-
views with ~eading authorities in the field, study of the 
statistics available in the Darmstadt area where I am con-
finin!'" my study with about 130,000 pupils and teachers in-
vryJved, I intend to prove that this insuran~e program as a 
whole or in part can be adopted by the American schools. 
The most important deterrrinants that I shalJ look 
for are the types of accidents, frequencies, locations, 
and costs involved. In order to do this it will be necessary 
for me first to present to you t'oe German system in its en-
tirety. This system has been established for the German 
situation. Later we can determine if it would fit into the 
American profraM in whole or in part. 
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nt the beginning of this century insurance companies in 
Germany commenced to deal with children's accident insurance 
as a specific part of the acciCent insurance pro;ram. Initi-
ally parents who wanted their children to be insured against 
all types of accidents did this on a private basis. In addi-
tion came a pupil insurance program which covered only acci-
dents that occured during school hours. This type of insu-
r:_o_nce is so called "Un-real Group Insurance". Thic; type of 
in.urance program was voluntary and the schools had the task 
of advertising the program, collecting the fees, processing 
papers, submitting claims, etc. Hony technical difficulties 
arose especially in collectinc the payments, c:cnc sin.ce the 
participation was not very great this type of insur.nce pro-
gran was not very popular. Within a short time '-' ne'.-; typejJf 
insuTcmce program, so-called "Real Group Instu·, nee Flcm" for 
pu;ils and teachers, was introduced. Under t~is ulan all 
children and teachers were insured and the payment ~as made 
in f'ull by the com;:tuni ty or the school. The insu· ance company 
doesn't know the name of the pupils insured as they ore given 
the correct amount of money due ther2 on the bccsis of the nun-
her of individuals enrolled. 
In some cases the community or the E;chool m;c•de tLe pay-
ment without collecting from the psrents. In other cases the 
porents pay the community or the school. If ~Brents are un-able 
or unv1illing to pay, the community or the school makes the 
pAyment regardless. ~his seldom occurs I was told by several 
school principals due to having no difficultiss at all in col-
lecting the fee from the porents as it is so small end the 
coverage is so extensive. 
Under consideration noD, by all the insurance companies 
concerned, is a plan to standardize all forms and procedure 
so that none of them will differ even in detail. 
In the following I shall deal only with the Colonia In-
suronce Company (KHlnische Versichcrungs Aktiengcsellschoft) 
as the Director of this company in this di8trict is well 
known in the field of pupil anc teacher acci0e~t insurance. 
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The insurance fee is quite low: pupils of the elemen-
tarischools (age 6 to 14) pay 50 Pfennig (12 l/2 cents) per 
year and pupils of the high schools (age ll to 19) pay 80 
Pfennig (20 cents) per year. For teacher the fee is 50 Pfen-
nig (12 l/2 cents) in the elementary schools and 80 Pfennig 
(20 cents) ill the high schools. 
The high schools charge higher fees because there are 
much more athletic activities and statistical evidence shows 
that the frequency of accidents is greater. 
It is interesting to point out at this time that the 
low premium fee had existed since 1934; before that it cost 
the insuree m.r. 2.- (50 cents). The Director of the Colonia 
Insurance Company informed me that they keep the premium fee 
as low as possible and regard this particular insurance pro-
gram as good advertising media because it reaches so many 
people. This group insurance program for pupils and tea-
chers represents a small percentage of the Colonia's busi-
ness; actually 2 %. 
Since there are no technical difficulties and 90% of 
all pupils and teachers are insured in the Darmstadt area 
with the Real Group Insurance Plan as well as 100% of all 
the pupils in the high school. The 90~6 figure includes the 
high school pupils. The conditions and coverages of the 
other insurance companies are similar; they differ only in 
details. 
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I asked two recognized lPaders in the field of :>c!:ool ac-
ciilent insurance. Director rEax Pfeifer, Colonia Insurance Com-
pany and nirector Rudolf Beyer, President of the Aachen-Leipzi-
ger Insura"lce Company to direct me to the source of the literE>-
tqre nertaJ ni "'~" t0 t:1; s subject, I waE surprised, w'len they in-
formed me, that hardly any literature was available; however, 
they consented to give we the HeCe<:>sax·;y J.nLo.cwat.Lun tl,rough two 
methods - one wa" a queetion ana answer irntH"v.l.ew - Lh<> other 
a letter explaining the principles of this type of program. 1 ) 
In addition to this I discussed the present prosram with 
teachers, principals and parents. 
I soon discovered that the parents, teachers, and princi-
pals are alJ pl.,ased with this group accident insurance pro-
o-ram. ThPrefore, I shall present the conversation I had with 
Director Yax "Pfeifer, and the explanation by Director Rudolf 
Beyer as I believe these two contemporaries in the school acci-
dent ie1surance field covered the topic quite thoroughly. 
The chief insurance company concerninp school accident in-
surance in Fessen (Darmstadt Area) is the insurance co'"!luany 
"Colonia". :tana,g-er of the District-direction Frankfurt/Main 
for 30 years, is Kr. Pfeifer, 54, who is one of the foremost 
exnPrts repardinf the domain of school accident insurance in 
West. Germany. 
The district-direct.io!l Frankfurt/l(ain is responsible for 
1/3 of t.'le land of Hessen. The area of Hessen is 21 109 km2 • 
(81SO sq,m,) and its population i~ exactly 4.7 million inha-
bitants. Density of ponulation : 223 inhabitants to 1 km2 
(577 inhabitants to 1 sq.m.). This land of the Confederation 
of '.'les tern Germany represents, in every respect, a transverse 
section of the whole Confederation. There live about 10'7~ of 
the population. Its area is exactly 9% of the area of the 
Confederation. Save some slieht deviations, the percentage of 
1) Director Beyers original German letter in Appendix I 
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t'1e populatior, ~ .;,, < ~ t': in the country, in s~all towns, and 
in hig towns is in proportions to the avera:'"e perccnt9.ge of 
t"lat of 'l'est l+ermg'W• In an examination like the present one 
cel" ,.o,fi~e t1o.e study to the conditions of the land of Hessen. 
which present themselves as a representE~ive example of those 
of the whole confederation. 
On 14,July 1956 I had a detaiJA1 discussion with Mr. 
Pfeifer in Frankfurt, for which I should like to thank him 
on this occasion. Although the school accident insurance 
a~ounts to 2% of the activity of the "Colonia", Mr. Pfeifer 
devotes special interest to this branch of insurance. 
1\lr. Pfeifer: "This branch of insuranc~> iB established in a 
----- ---
social snirit. The premium amounts only to 12 1/2 cents for 
pupil and teacner a year. We content ourselves with pre~iums 
jvqt coverinu damag~>s paid. And even in case of a final 
acrount showing that "le have sustaiYJed a loss, we could YJot, 
on a~rouYJt of such loss at once raise the a~ount of premiums. 
Arcordin,. to the 'Jaw of the sreat number' a balance may be 
ex~erted. SiYJce 1934 the premium for puuils has not been 
raised. and +he premium of 37 1/? ce~ts for teachers even 
lc~ered to 12 1/2 cen+s." 
~~-g~~~!!£~:"But how can the company manage to maintain their 
nrop-ram with so small a prerdum for each pupil and teacher?" 
!~~~!~!f~~l "Well, the reason of this is that the school 
arcid0n+. insurRnce is a 'subsiduary insl!rance'. This means: 
the da~a~es for an accident sustained by a pupil or e teacher 
"'i 11 i~ tl-JA first rlace have to be paid, accordi'1.;T -tco the tariff, 
by r.is siclr-fund. It is the rAn;ai.nrler of the cost that the 
school accident insurance has to pay." 
~~-9.~~~:!:!~!!2. "Do you not differentiate as to the prerr.iurrs to 
be raid wt th pupils being rr.embers of a sick-fu n.d and those who 
are not'?'' 
!:';~~-!:!~!!~~;_ "No,but t"Jere are very few persons in Germany 
who are not members of a sick-fund. All workers are compulso-
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rily insured with the local sick-fund, and so are all emplo-
yees with a monthly salaryfop to Dr.I. 700 (~\ 167). .~11 other 
people, as officials, those in the so-called free professions, 
as lawyers, farmers, artists, etc., are members of private 
sick-funds. Therefore, we seldom have to pay the total cost 
of the accident, this being only the case witl~ ~upils not be-
ing nembers of a sick-fund. l.Ir. Yfei:f'er cave the fo-'-lowing 
case as an example of damages paid: 
''A pupil has a fall on his way hooe from school, and 
breaks his right upper thigh, ~he total cost of the 
conaequences of the accident,$ amounts to m.:. 3/7.50 
( $ 83). Of this ar:onnt the aick-fund pays F:. 243.50 
( ~) 58) according to its tarifL Then the "Colonia" 
pays the rest, i.e. Dlii. 104 (S: 25). 
In case that pupil would not have been a uember of a 
sick-fund the ''Colonia" wc•uld have had to pay the to-
tal cost of the treatment, i.e. DM. 347.50 (8 83).'' 
In the land of Hessen there are at present 78% of all the 
pupils insured with the school accident insurance. Of tho-
se exactly SO% are insured with che "Colonia" and 207; with 
other insurance companiea. Despite of there being free com-
petition existing, the ''Colonia'' has so large a share be-
cause it specializes in this domain. 
Mr. Pfeifer: ''Of course we also re(ard the school accident 
insurance as an effective advertisement. In this way our leaf-
let comes to very many families and if these people \'!cnt to 
insure against something else, they have already our address. 
It is for another reason also that our insurance ac;ainst ac-
cidents is an effective meana of advertisement for insurance. 
The Accident Insurance Col:'lpany pays immediately ' .. ·i·cllout making 
long inquiries about the Couse of the accident, c11d obout the 
question: Who is to blame for the accident?'' 
''Accordingly, our co~pany knows of no regress. This means: 
for instance, a pupil is struck by an automobile on his way 
home from school, the school accident insurance coupany pays 
immediately after without making inquiries 2bout ·.•;ho is at 
f0ult. In case the driver of the car is negli~ent, the school 
accident insurance company cannot demand the cost of 6.amnges 
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from him (no regress). It is different with the sick-fund. 
They, too, are required to make their settlement first, but 
it can take legal action to make the driver of the motor-
vehicles pay". 
''At present, the ''Colonia'' has three kinds of contracts 
a~oplicable with insured pupils. Premiums and damages, how-
ever, are the same in all three cases." 
1. First of all the company makes the insurance contracts 
with the communi ties of pupils. (In Hess en tt.e communi ties 
maintain the schools. Only the salaries of teachers are 
paid exclusively by the state.) Frequently the communi-
ties pay the insurance premiu11s for all the :c;upils. Then 
they may collect the money from the pupils by the teachers. 
Those who refuse to pay cannot be forced to do so. Gene-
rally, however, the majority of the p pils pay the small 
amount willingly. 
2. The company makes contracts directly with schools, that is, 
exclusively with schools. 
3. In the administrative district of Darmstadt!) there exists 
a third mode of making contracts. Here the government has 
made a ''Rahmenvertrag'' (model contract) with the ''Colonia'' 
(see Appendix II), on the strength of which pupils are in-
sured. 
The several modes of insurance show that school acci6ent in-
surance is not yet properly ana uniformly established in Ger-
many. (We shall yet revert to the subject of school accident 
insurance.) 
The percentage of each of three kinds of insurance contracts 
is as follows: 
Contracts with comounities: 76~ 
Direct contracts with schools: 17% 
Contracts with schools on the 
strength of the "Rahmenver-
trag'' (model contract): 7% 
l) Hessen is divided into 3 administrative districts, one of 
which is the district of Darmstadt. 
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In case it is not the communities that insure all the 
pupils, then only those are insured who pay the premiums them-
selves. It is at the beginning of each school-year (Easter) 
that the teachers collect the premiums of the pupils. The 
school sends all the premiums with a list of the insured pupils 
to the "Colonia". Consequently, the insurance company has no 
trouble whatever concerning the collecting of the premiums, 
which is another reason of the insurance company being able to 
be so inexpensive. 
Of course, the "Colonia" employs a representative who vi-
sits the communities and schools the time of whose insurance 
contracts, which are mostly timed to run for 5 years, has ex-
pired. Here also the procedure is as simple as possible. The 
burgomaster (mayor) of the community need only put his name to 
the prolonged contract. (see Appendix II) The upper and the 
lower half of the page rest on two leaves, one stop of the 
other, with a leaf of carbon paper in between for copying. By 
the act of signing legal obligation of both parties as to the 
prolongation of the contract is established. As a voucher, the 
"Colonia" receives the upper and the burgomaster (mayor) the 
lower leaf." 
Mr. Pfeifer continued: "Generally it takes our representative 
only a minute to renew a contract in due legal form. As all 
are content with the School-Accident-Insurance, there never 
arises occasion for long discussions." 
This is also proved by the following story Mr. Pfeifer 
told me: 
In 1952 the President of the Government in Darmstadt had, 'by 
way of precaution', recalled the model contract~ Upon this Mr. 
Pfeifer wrote a letter to the Government in which he pointed 
out the advantages of the contract. He enclosed appendixes 
showing damages paid in 1952 and 1953. A copy of this appen-
dix, a copy showing months and kinds of schools, Mr.Pfeifer 
placed at my disposal. (see Appendix IJL) 
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After receipt of the letter of Mr. Pfeifer,the 
President of the Govern!Clent revoked his notice bnd re-
newed the contract. 
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Director Rudolf Beyer, chairman of the board of 
directors of the Aachen-Leipzic-Insurance Joint-stock-
Con!pany, 1\achen, has given ue hi a explEmation L! the 
following letter1 l: 
"According to a communication I had from Dr. Thyen in 
Darmstadt, you are at present engaged in writing a disserta-
tion on the school accident insurance in the Fe:eral Republic. 
Unfortunately, there is, concerninc this kind of insurance, no 
literature or commentary worth mentioning existin~. It is for 
this reason that, herewith, I undertake to give the uost im-
portant elements of this insurance for your information. 
The insurance against school accidents forms p2rt of the 
General Insurance against accidents, and is carried out by al-
most all private insurance cor.1punies a::--:.d cor.1p.:'.nies under le[al 
publicity. There are, however, no uniform conditions and ta-
riffs regarding them. As a rule, the school acciJ en t insunmce 
covers all accidents that may happen to pupils: 
1. On the school premises, i.e. in the school-building and in 
the playground, and during lessons as well as during gym.-
nastics and play according to school curriculum; 
2. Outside the school premises during all sorts of activity 
according to school curriculum, provided that surervioion 
or direction by teachers is induced by the principal of 
the school, as for instance during excursions of a class 
receiving instruction in geography, natural science, and 
drawing; on walks and drives; on bicycles, during rowing, 
sleighing- and skating-parties; during inspection of exhi-
bitions, museums, factories, nnd similar estoblishments; 
during attendance at cinemas by the class; and during a 
stay in a school-home and in a country-home of the school; 
further, during skiing - and this also durin;:: s~say in 
school-homes and country-homes of the school - provided 
that such activities are induced by the principal of the 
school. The insurance also covers journeys of teachers 
and rupils to European countries, and their stay there, as 
1) German original of Director Beyer's letter in Appendix I a). 
Director Beyer's remarks ere similar to those of Mr.Pfeifer 
(page 6 to 9) showing agreement even in details. 
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far as they take place according to school curriculum. 
However, in case the pupils in question live with foreign 
families abroad, and are no longer under the immediate 
supervision of the accompanying teacher, than the raised 
premium fixed for boarding-schools, etc., has to be paid. 
3) On the direct way to and from school or some school acti-
vity no matter whether and which vehicles - excepting 
airplanes and motor-cycles - be used. 
Not covered by the insurance are accidents happening during 
vacation and in holiday-camps, as far as they are happening 
apart from school life; also accidents happening during 
participating in gymnastics in pupils' gymnastic clubs and 
other sporting clubs; accidents happening during Com~union 
and Confirmation lessons and other religious gatherings out-
side the school premises, and not included in the school 
curriculum. Not covered by the insurance are also objects, 
as clothes, bicycles, spectacles, and damage done to artifi-
cial limbs, teeth etc. 
There is a difference as to the compass of insurances. Insu-
rance companies differ here and there also materially with 
regard to it. As my company has not edited any conditions 
in print concerning school accident insurance, I procured somE 
material from competitors, material I enclose for your peru-
sal. The school accident insurance contracts have for a 
foundation- besides the special conditions aforenamed - the 
conditions of the General-Accident-Insurance concerning chil-
dren, of which I also enclose some copies. 
Even these General Conditions of Insurance deviate in their 
text. Uniform conditions of school accident insurance are 
being prepared and will, in the course of the current reform 
of the General Conditions of Insurance concerning the Acci-
dent-Insurance, be submitted to the board of control. 
School-accident-insurance is effected in the following des-
criptions of contract: 
a) As part of the accident-Insurance concerning children, 
and that in single contracts; 
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b) as "sham" insurance of groups, also nalled skeleton con-
tract, a co~tract i~cludir~ cn 1 lp-ti7e "q"hi~v. 
ro) as gen1.1ine insurance of gTOUI)2. 
'T'o a): As single (separate) j_r,snrance, contracted by the 
parents in favor of the children, the school-accident-
insurance is hardly of any importance, being only part 
of the accident-insurance of children. On account of 
the insi~nificant premi~ to be paid, i~surers avoid 
limiting the coverinc o! accident-insurance concer-
ning children to accidents in connection with attendan-
ce at school, and advertise the accident-insurance 
concerning children, which also covers accidents happe-
ninl" dur:in<T attendance at school. 
To b): ConcerninR: the na-t:ure of the "sham" insurance of groups, 
which is somewhat li~e the contract involving collective 
cashing, the enclosed commentary of Dr.~illatJer on 
"The lep:al foundation of the contract concerning insu-
rance of P"roups" will inforn: you, and that on page 20 
and the following pages. In forn,er years this "sham" 
insurance of P"roups was chosen rather frequently con-
cerning school-accident-insurance. The contract itself 
is made by the school or community of the school. Par-
ticipation in this contract, which, as a matter agreed 
upon, includes collective cashing, is optional. To the 
parents of the insured pupils a voucher is handed. Da-
maRes paid according to contract are, in each case, 
paid to the parents of the insured pupils. 
Such contracts are attended with difficulties, and that 
particulary with regard to the cashing and the even-
tual monition, this being the reason of our avoiding 
this kind of contract, and that more and "!Ore. 
To c): In the school-accident-insurance, too, the genuine in-
suranre of groups, as commented on page 13 and the fol-
lowing paP"es of Dr. Millauer's commentary, is the form 
of insurance most in use. It is effected with and 
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without authorization of parents or puDils to receive 
eventual indemnification. As a rule, these contracts 
provide an obligatory participation of the pu~ils. It 
is the ochool, which is the policy-holder, and - con-
sequently - the one to pay the premiums. Con~idering 
che matter from both sides, it should be preferred to 
make an ''impersonal'', na~eless, contract. 
1'ror"J information I obtained, there exists in Hamburg 
a school-accident-insurance in the form of a cenuine 
insurance of a group, and that without bearing a name. 
Authorized to receive eventual indemnification is of 
course the insured, i.e. the town of Hancurg. Indemni-
fication resulting fron this contract is used in re-
medying the consequences of the accidents hapuened to 
pupils. In 
berg/Baden a 
contract to this there exists in ·.:iirttem-
pupils' 
of punils to receive 
group-contract anthorizinc 
eventual indemnification. 
JJarents 
Indem-
nification due according to contract goes directly to 
the parents of the pupils. 
As a rule, school-acciaent-insurance covers: 
Compensation of funeral expense in case of death occa-
sioned by accident happened to a pupil; 
damages in case or permanent invalidity, invalidity 
regarding which the so_called member tariff is app-
.Lied; compensation of cosc u!' medical treatc:ent. Hovl-
ever, such compensation is crante~ in a subsidiary way 
only, i.e. only if and in so far as there is not a le-
gal or private sick-fund that is in duty bound to pay 
the cost of medical treatment. 
The following are the usual combinations of sums pertB.ining 
to school-accident-insurance: 
Funeral 
expenses 
Pernanent 
invalidity 
Cost of medical 
treatment 
------------------------------------------------------------
Dl:. 500 ($ 120) DE. 5,000 ~! 1,200) JJLI. 5CO U: 120) 
Di:. 1,000 ($ 240) DI:.·;. 10,000 ($2,400) D:.:. 1,ucc (''' •:,) 240) 
D.!: . .:.. 1,500 ($ 358) m.:. 15,000 (:£; 3,588) ])T·,-........ 1,500 (''· •,,) 358) 
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After the second orld ~erm ny h: d to start over 
cuzHin V/i th its sclJ..ool accicient insl~rE~TJ.ce r::co ;_~ElL Lor pupils 
:-::.nd te2.chers. In 1 ~4S·, tl:..e dir;:;c :.or of tDe !!Coloni:-, n j_nsur-
s.nce com.paYly, district :2"'r:::;.nk_'_:;.rt (incluUe3 D rr:c.G--:.:~C.t) c;,_me 
to an fl.<Zreement with the Ms.yo1 of :Uc.l·r::stc~.ci. t •::hen the,J• signed 
a contract Lor c.. 1 :1:ollelrtiv-Scln~l· -;:.;:_-,._ '-'l_._s-U __ f.~-11-Ver:~::i_~~::_c_E~ru~--._ _" 
( ,;roup-:.:ci.ool-acci:ient-inRurance pro_ rG.m), I:, ·;;cc.o :;p:reed -~h:: t 
''nolonia'' would in~ure all the ru;ils of tl:e pu~lic scLools 
c.ncl o~her ;..;;cL.ools on :.:..u. e·:.L'C.·).li t~ .. 7 .,-;it::_~ 
+"ve 1l. 0 +~l·c+ oT' .,, 7 'n·.o·+-•c't 1 ) 'R·· +'.···l· ~ .•v ..l.. v_ ,:; ~ _.. li _ _._. ..... 1-:J .j _,., ._ • ,f ._, l the P:Overnr"<cnt helped 
to 28t st~~rted the ~rour-school-acci~elli-illGUr&nce rro~ram 
for pupils &nd te~clLers ~ithout ~el~y a~ they ~E:lt th2t there 
wa~ a ~efinite need :or i-c, 
Within a very short time "Coloni;.-,:, 11 ,--,-_ \.(.,_, :30 in 
convincing the co~:;·:m.uni ties and scJ..ools of :~:e ir~port.~_:_!;_ce of 
this insur.::::~nce pro;;~rs . .r:1 ·~11at novJ S3 1 ·: oi' s:.ll co~_-r:un.i tie3 :_:;ncl 
sc~1col3 ~~~; ~ ~ii·ect con~r?ct vith r'Ccloni2'' ~o t~vt tod~y. 
only 7,,; of all tl:e cor,u:.tmi tie:o :o.LC. sc:.ool:o c:'.! Jl rsier to 
~here are tl:ree kinds of insurance OCI1tr~cts 2 ): 
1. c:ontr~~cts ·. i th cor·:Jnt:r'_ities. 
2. Direct cont:-·,:=;.ct ,:-it:~ t:~e cc; ~.col. 
3. ~ontract ~ith the ~overnment (I.~o~el Contr2ct). 
1) Complete contract - En:lich tranolcticm- se8 :•:_;sndix II 
2) Details ~iven in discussion ~i-~h Director ~fEifer on 
p2ze -~ to 9 
4 a), 'i'he s 'Y\ecial sondi t ions of t.he .-;c ___ . o cl-__ c c icl;,;L t-InGur-~~a~~'==================~~===~~~~=~~~=-~=~~====~-~~=== 
c-:.Y1C8 "Dl~·-n ;::"-'" the °COlOniE~r: ----J>:-..: '. :·. follOV.'S: =•••a•••••~'~;;;;========================~ 
consequence of ~he past war, pupilR, bo:s ~d airls, have 
su<ltained: 
1, In the scJ-,ool-building C>llc~ cr, 'Le sc::_col :~rG,. i'w" dc:ring 
is in connecticn ';.'i th scLcol s.ctivi -~-=·; 
2. Outside the prsmises in conn~ctiLll ;··itt ~J.l ~cr~a of 
sc_h_ool activit,:,r, i.e. excursicr;_s~ d:ra.v,inB: in the open, 
sl~_ii 
lik"; 
3. n1..:rinr: e-:.:il~.T:linfr anci b~·-t .. _i.::_ v :~r~-:.ctiseG. 
r_n;-:.tter Y.ll".~..:;.~t it \'lCtS ind.uceu 1:-j-; 
in .. ti n~meu un~er 2. 3. 
are used; 
the SCliOOlj 
.. -_:., ' s'::;.tin .. :::·, .,_;_one 
t~·:._e 
-:., .. 0.CL~l. -_;l.cto as 
- 3C 1-.~l 
<ce- net liable ~s - prcvi~s~ it is 
induct:CL 
n(l hir.ycles "~~le 
:ie,.nitors ·:_.roL~.&,Lt 
c~ 
cf clothes 
insured. ·cec:-.c~J.-.rs, ··s .~i.st [•.t t~' c._~'-1-E, .,-'.l1(L 
the 
, ... i tlJ. ~~l'.Lem in-, c v s c; __ c· ._ :._- J :.~ j_l0.iLt;, i ·- c l "".A.d. ina; 
sr2re parts hD~ appurtenances. ·~~is ar~lic~ not only to 
t2·'_:c.i.._cr;:;, .. ~ j~nitors durir~ le~~cns in pl2ces iestined 
for it by ~:1e ~irecti~-n of ·t.~e sc~~ool , c~~ ever &nd ~ eve 
t:1is s.l.::-o to clctlies . ..:.ncl bic~·-cles deposited on all 
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other activities of the school by pupils, teachers, assi-
stant teachers, ana janitors outside the premises in 
some room. Included in the insurance are also, during 
lessons, school-bags (satchels) and text-books brought in-
to the class-room by pupils, teachers, and assistant tea-
chers. Clothes and bicycles are also included in the in-
surance during gymnastics and play in the pla~·ground and 
sporting fields, if during this time there is sufiicient 
su,Jervision, 
The amount of damage is: 
a) in every case of loss of ~amage to clotheo, up to 
m;~. 75 (s; 18); 
b) in every case of loss or damage to bicycles, uo to 
DM. 150 (S 36) 
including spare parts and appurtenances. 
The additional amount of premiums to a) is contsined in 
the premium. (See § 6). 
An additional premium amount of D!::. -.40 (10 cents), in-
cluding insurance tax, is to be paid annually regarding b). 
Insurance of bicycles is rranted only to pupils, teachers, 
assistant teachers, and janitors whose names are registered 
with the company. The additional amount for this insurance 
to be paid only by these. 
II. 
1) The principals, teachers, assistant teachers, janitors,and 
employees of chools may join in insurin;;. 'The pl'cmium, 
inclusive of liability insurance, is, Elccording to the 
following conditions, JXI. -.50 (12 1/2 cents) a year. 
2) For principals, teachers, assistant teachers, janitors, and 
employees in boarding-schools ~he premium, inclusive of 
liability insurance is DE. 1.30 (32 cents) a year. 
3) B;y includinG liability insurance the "Colonia" unCertakes 
insurance in the case of persons being insured against lia-
bility causing, in the course of offici a tin.'::, :s.nd during 
the time of beinc insured, death, bodily injury or Carnage 
to health of persons, or amage or deutruction of things 1 
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and being on the strength of legal liability regulations, 
liable to make good the damage caused. 
The insurance covers the satisfying of grounded claj_ms 
for damages as well as the averting of croundless ones. 
Damages for accidents in conformity with the conditions 
of insurance are ljranted up to the insured maximum ar:::ount. 
As damage are also regarded loss or destruction of things, 
also of animals, of other people. Damage done to tLings 
by explosion or fire is included in the insurance. 
Not included in the insurance is damage done to things gi-
ven to the insured schools, societies or per·ons for some 
u;tse, for conveyance or other purposes, or for to.kin~:; char-
ge of. Claims for dama13e of rented or borrowed irmwvable 
thin13s are, however, covered by the insurance. 
Excluded from insurance are: 
a) claims for damages made by all those who caused the 
damage intentionally; 
b) liability claims made by relatives of persons insured. 
As relatives only husband and wife, parents, parents-
in-law, grandparents, children and grandchildren, adop-
tive father and mother, foster-parents, step-father 
and ~ep-mother, and step-children are re3arded; 
c) liability claims concerning driving and keepin~ of all 
kinds of motor vehicles and airplanes, also concerning 
the keeping of animals 
Liability of the "Colonia" amounts: 
a) for damage done to persons, up to 
b) for damage done to things, inclu-
ding damage done to animals, up to 
for each dar;Jage. 
DI:I. 
Dl·;. 
( Z{ 
500,000 
120,000) 
lO,CCC 
2,400) 
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The insu~ed person is not permitted to acknowledge or satisfy 
any liability claims made aeainst him, or to co~e to an 
arranpeJe~t re~a~~jnp them without previous permission by the 
"~olo~1~'' faiJjng which the ~Colonia'' regards itself as free 
freT the obli17ation to nay da'!'apes. 
Whe"lever a liabiJ i t:r claim is "":Br',,; AP"airet an insured nerson 
a claim relati'lf': t0 the subject of tl":is co"lt~·v·" R report i·1 
v-riti"l.!:' is jo ce rr,ade wi+c1in a f0rtnicc'J.t, t"e report to contain 
at 1 eaRt a short ilesc~i ptic·n of the event as well as nar.1e and 
address of +~e 1njured person. The report is to he sent to the 
District-direction Frankfurt (r~ain). 34 Reute~wo;r, of the 
"Colonje". The "Colonia" will sey;d t'J.e forl'ls "ecessary in 
Aar~- rB~e ~trprtlv ~o the inju~Pd rerson. 
In rase t~~e injlJ.-rP0_ rorsons are S11J7.!.'cned to Rppear ill. court 
c0v;,errjnl"" +l)e c1ai:r, renort has to be rr.ade immediately 
after r"ceiPt of the su=ons, ar:d +"Jqt althour;h the resnite 
is stil1 rul".ning. Besides,. injured persons are ob1iged to 
send the ''Colonia" all le+ters, deeds of complaint, and other 
papers relating to the liability claia, to give all inform-
ation aslred for, to procnre 'lll evirl.Pnce ~o support it, and 
a~sist •he ''Colonia" in averting groundless or excessive 
claims to the best of their ability. 
In case an obligation to be met with in event of da~ages 
c1ai!l'ed is beinr; shir'co-", t:te "Colonia" is free frnm the 
ob 1 iS""a+j ons to pay damaJ)'eS, orovined the shir!cing io not an 
intentional one, no~ has for its reason culnable ne~lert. In 
the rase of ruloahle neglect the "Coloni~" is in so far obli 0 ed 
to pay daL:c,.es as the nec:;lect had neither an influence on 
the ascertainirc of the case nor on the ascertaining, or the 
extrnt of dama.£'es devolving on the Company to pay. 
HI. 
In case an insured pupil changes schools, and the school he 
now poes to has ::ot ~;.ade a cor: tract with the "Colonia", t!1en 
the insurance recardinc him ends with the end of the school-
year in question. The 6ompany will have to be advised accord"-
ingly. 
l) 'Tl1e premium l. ~. " . 
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IV. 
1. for pupils of high schools 
2. for pupils of elementary and 
secondary schools 
3. for pupils of boarding-schools 
4. for pupils of branch-, pro-
fessional training schools 
Dll. -.80 a year 
(20 cents) 
:m:. -.50 o. year 
(12 l/2 cents) 
DE. l. 30 a year 
(32 cento) 
:DI.I. -. 35 a ye~a"' 
(9 cents) 
2) In aforenamed amounts are included some incidental costs 
as for instance, fees for executine:; a deed, in~ur2.nce tax, 
ctna collecting-fees. 
j) .t'he total amount of the insurance premiums to be paid by 
tho several schools represents the sum of the premiums 
paid by the pupils belonging to a school on the 15, hlay 
of every year. 
4) Pupils entering t~e school later on are included in the 
insurance without having to pay a premium for t 1oe current 
school-year. On a pupils leaving a school without ente-
ring another, the insurance of that pupil expires, ~nd 
that without an obligation on the part of the insurance 
company to refund the premium paid. 
v. 
The compensations of the "Colonia" are: 
l) According to § 6,I of the General Insurance Condi"ions 
concerning School-Accidtmt-Immrance (payment of :;reat-
ment, cure) obligation to pay up to D~. 500 (~; 120). 
Payment of treatment is limited concerning all considera-
tions and doctors fee according to the ninimum rates of 
the General German (Adgo) or the Prussian (Preugo) order 
of fees. 
In case of stay in a hospital, third-class cobt of cure 
and board for pupils, and second-class cost of cure and 
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board for principal of schools, teacl1ers, a~~istant tea-
chers, janitors, and employees, will be granted. Parents 
desiring their children being treated in a higher class 
will have to pay the additional cost themselves. 
Artif'icial teeth, including dentists' trea ~Dent, '-~·ill be 
paid for wi~hin the limit of rr:. 500 (' 120), ~nd that 
m.;. 30 ($ 7) for every tooth. 
In serious cases, cases requiring higher costs of treatment 
in order to avoid eventual complete disablement, up to 
DM. 2, 500 ( $ 600) rna:' be paid, provided the doctor supp-
lies reasons for it. In case such accitlent sl:ould - des-
pite the treatment - result in disablement, then tne amount 
exceeding the cost of treatment as stipulated in the con-
tract, an amount granted by the "Colonia", •.c;ill ·oe 6educ-
ted from the uamages granted for disablement. ~he fare 
for bringing the injured person to the doc~or or to the 
hospital (sana toriun) v:ill be paid by the "Colonia". 
In case of an accident happening one has first to avail 
oneself of the services Df existing sick-insurance (local) 
sick-funds, sick-funds for officials, railway-, post-of-
fice-, workmen-, private-, etc., sick-funds) and that to 
the full, before t'e ''Colonia'' begins acting. However, in 
the interest of immediate re,;;ulation, the "Colonia" will be 
first in every case. 
2) According to § 6, II (amount of the suns in ::Lced in case 
of disablenent) 
a) in case of complete disablement 
b) in case of part disablement, ta-
king as a basis the sum granted 
for cooplete disablement 
m:. 2s,ooo (8 6,000) 
DI.I. (G 10,000 2,400) 
3} According to § 6,III (amount of damages in case of death) 
a) in case of Ceath 
b) cost of transfer (in case the in-
sured person met with accidental 
death outside his native place), 
up to 
:::t.:. 1,000 
(:!; 240) 
m:. 
( ,,, ,, 
J00 
120) 
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VI. 
The settling of the several cases of damages takes place -
and that on principle - immediately between the insured 
person or his legal representative and the "Colonia". 
Cooperation of the directions of schools is generally limi-
ted to the confirmation of the correctness of the reports 
to be submitted to the "Colonia" on its own forms. 
The handling of the accident in QUestion takes place in 
the a~nted form. 
After receipt of report of accident the "Colonia" pays as 
compensation for post.age, doctor's certificate, and phar-
macist's fee 
a) DM. -.50 (ca. 12 cents) in case the person is not insu-
red with a sick-fund, 
b) DM. ly--(ca. 25 cents) in case the person is insured with 
the Hessian Bank for officials, a workmen's, a local or 
a private sick-fund. 
VII. 
As to legal disputes engendered by the insurance, the court 
of the inland residence of the insured person as well as 
the court in the district of which the school in question 
is situated is competent, and that beside the legally com-
petent courts. 
Authorized to go to law is the insured person or his legal 
representative. 
VIII. 
The conditions of insurance in writing have the preference 
of the General Conditions concerning School-Accident-
Insurance. 
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The parents part in most cases pay the accident-insu-
rance coverage fee for their children described on page 3. 
The parents can select the doctor and hospital. Only 
in case of an emergency the responsible school official 
would call the doctor. 
All parents receive the following leaflet describing 
the conditions, the coverage, and what to do in case of an 
accident. 
L e a f l e t t 0 P a r e n t s l) 
In appreciation of the importance of a serviceable insuran-
ce against accidetits of pupils of the various kind of 
schools, a contract concerning. 
Insurance against accidents happening to pupils during at-
tendance at school exists with the 
'' C o l o n i a " 
Cologne Insurance Joint-stock Company. 
As to serviceableness, description and extent of this con-
tract, which is kept at the principal's of the school in 
question or at the mayor's, and which alone is authoritati-
ve, the following may serve as information. 
a) Why is insurance against accidents happening during 
attendance at school needed? 
Because during attendance at school pupils are constant-
ly exposed to accidents, and that within and without the 
premises, as for instance, in the school-building, in 
the playground, during lessons, on the way to and from 
school (dangers of traffic!), and in other domains of 
education, as gymnastics, swimming, and other kinds of 
sport. 
§ 2 (l) of the contract reads as follows: 
The insurance extends to accidents happening to pupils, 
accidents including those caused by consequences of the 
last 'ar, i.e.: 
l) This leaflet includes parts of the contract given on 
page 17 to 23. This repetition is necessary to give the 
leaflet in full. 
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1. in the school-building and on the premises during 
the whole time of the attendance at school, as far 
as such is in connection with school-life; 
2. outside the school-premises during the whole educa-
tional activity; during excursions serving the study 
of geography, Ylatural science, and drawing; during 
walks of the whole class; durin~ cycling, rowing, 
skiing, skating, visiting of exhibitions, museums, 
factories, and the like; 
3. during swi~~ing and bathing of the class, no matter 
what it was induced by; 
4. during gatherin~s of a pupil's club, so far as they 
are officially induced; 
5. on the direct way to and from school; also to and 
from gatherin~s named under 2, 3, and 4, no matter 
whether and which vehicles - excepting airplanes 
and motor-cycles - are used; 
6. during stay in a country home - including going there 
and back - during vacation, provided a teacher acts 
as supervisor ann the stay is induced by the prin-
cipal of the school; 
7. during assistance in agricultural labor - so far 
as others are not liable to pay damages - provided 
it is induced by the principal of the school. 
b) What does the insurance against accidents happening to 
pupils durinll attenda:1ce at school exist for ? 
Payment of mea ical trea t'C'_ent r:.eces2.i tated; provid inll of the 
neces~ary capital in case of disablement in part or perma-
1"-ently. also payment of insurance sum payable in case of 
death, a•·d that according to the rreneral and special condi-
tions of insurance. 
c) 'Nhat services accordinrr to agreement does the nsurance 
agajnst accidents happenin;r to pupils during attendance at 
School chiefly offer ? 
1. In temporary consequences of accidents payment of medi-
cal treatment.according to~ 6,1 of the conditions of in-
surance ap-ainst accidents happening to pupils during atten-
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attendance at school, i.e. Dl:l. 500 (B 120). 
Payment of medical treatment is linli tod re::crding 
all services rendered and doctors' fees accor&ing 
to minimum rates of the General German (Adgo) or 
the Pr~ssian (Preugo) Prescription of Fees. 
In case of trans!'er necessitated to a sanatorium, 
third..-class cost of cure and board for puyils, and 
second-class cure and board for principals ol schools, 
teachers, assistan~ teachers, janitors, and e. ployees, 
will be granted. Parents desiring their children be-
ing treated in a higher class will have to pay the 
additional cost themselves. 
Artificial teeth, including dentists' treatment, will 
be paid for within ~he lirai t of m.;. 500 (;) l2U), and 
that u:. 30 (~ 7) for every tooth. 
In serious cases, cases requiring Lii;her cost in order 
to avoid eventual co2plete disab_Lement :J: ·• 2, 500 
(S 600) may be paid, provided the doctor ~~ill give 
reasons for it. 
In case such "cci: ent should result in discbJ.ement, 
and that in spite of such extensive and expensive 
treatment, the cost exceeding the ~am~ce granted ac-
cording to contract will be deducted from the umage 
paid for disablement. The bringing of the insured 
pupil to the doctor or to the hospital will ~e paid 
for. 
2. Accident with lastjng consequences according to § 6,II 
of the General Conditions of Insurance concerning in-
sur2nce against accidents happening to pQpils during 
attendance at school is treated as follows: 
a) in case of complete disableraent 
b) in case of part-disablement, 
taking as a basis the oum of 
full damage 
Dll. 25,0CO 
(~·p 6,oco) 
Dll. 10,000 
(:'' 2,~0C) 
3. Accidents resulting in death are treated according to 
6,III of the General Conditions of Insurance concerning 
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insurance against acci~ents happening to pupils 
during attendance at school: 
a) in case of death 
~eviously paid damage of dis-
ablement will be deducted from 
damage in case of death 
b) Transfer (in case the insured 
pupil met with accidental death 
outside his native place) up to 
Drv~. 
( '.' {') 
DLI. (S 
1,000 
240) 
500 
120) 
d) '.Vhy is insurance against accidents happeninc; to pupils 
during attendance at school urgently needed, and that 
despite membership to a sick-fund (sick-insuLnce)? 
The service of sick-funds·(local sick-funds, ~rsatz­
sick-funds, sick-funds for officials, sick-funds for 
workmen, sick-insurance for families, etc.) is- as to 
extent and amount, also temporary-strictly limited 
and chiefly confined to the cost of medical treatment, 
. medicine, treatment at a hospital, and cost of opera-
tions, while, for instance, the cost of r~ntgenizing, 
massage, ray treatment, baths, driving to and from doc-
tor's office, and many more things, are only partly 
paid for, or not at all. Besides, the sick-funds (sick-
insurance) do not grant damage in case of disablement, 
while the insurance against accidents happening to nu-
pils during attendance at school grants damage in cases 
of accident with lasting consequences according to the 
degree of disablement. 
e) Premiums of insurance with the insurance against acci-
dents happening to pupils during attendance at school: 
l. Premiums for pupils {boys and 
of the high schools 
[';irls) 
2. Premiums for pupils (boys and girls) 
of elementary and secondary schools 
3. Premiums for pupils (boys and girls) 
of boarding-schools 
4. Premiums for pupils of branch-, pro-
fessional training schools (special 
schools for children learning trade-
part-time-attendance) 
m.:. -. 80 a year 
(20 ce~_ts) 
Dl!. -.50 a year 
(12 l/2 cents) 
Dl_I. 1. 30 2 ;year 
(32 csnts) 
DlJ. -.35 a year 
( 9 cenl;s ) 
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Notice: Insurance of bicycles on demand (the marks of t.be bi-
cycle to be given) according to special prescription, 
and payr.-ent of an additional amount of Dll. -.40 a year. 
( 10 cents) 
Procedure in case of accidents happening. 
Accidents (slight ones inclusi~e) to be reported, without de-
lay, to the principal or t~e teacher. 
Principal or teacher to be asked for a form to be filled up 
in all its oarts, and according to true facts. 
State~ents to be certified by the principal as to the truth 
of t~em, and the report t~ be sent to the District-direction 
of the "Colonia" 34 Reuterweg, Frankfurt on the Main. 
A doctor admitted by the government to be seen within 4 days, 
at the latest, after happening of accident. On consulting the 
doctor for the first time one has to submit to him the sick-
forrn(Krankenscbein) of the sick-fund (Krankenkasse) in case 
the lawful representative of the pupil, or the pupil, os a 
member of the sick-fund. 
In case of an accident happening one has first to avail one-
self of the services of existing sick-insurance (local sick-
funds,sick-funds for officials,railway-post-office-, workmen's, 
private-,etc.,sick-funds), and that to the full,before the 
"Colonia" begins acting. However, in the interest of immedia-
te regulation, the "Colonia" will be first in every case. 
Death requires immediate tele,;.;raphic message to the "Colonia", 
34 Reu terweg, Fra,•kfurt on the ~;ain. 
Founded in 1839 "Colonia" 
Cologne Ins~rance Joint-Gtock Company 
District-direction Frankfurt on the ;;,.ain, 
Director: District-director lflax Pfeifer. 
34, Reuterweg. Telephone No. 55615 and 57148 
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4 c) Ac=cJj=e=I1"t~=eJl=OJ'='tJJ'=o=c=eAuJ'=e= 
Each accident must be reported by the school to the 
company on the following special form. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Accident Report l AcciGent No. 
concerning School-Attendance of the District-
Insurance No......... direction: ..... . 
--------------------------------------- -----------------------
l.a) First name and family name of 
pupil or teacher? 
l.a) 
b) Birthday, year and place? 
c) Dwelling-place and county, 
b) On 
c) 
number of house and street? 
d) A~ess of school? What class? 
e) Since when is school attended? 
f) When and to whom has the premium 
for this year been paid for the 
person mentioned above? 
2. State, office, profession or trade 2. 
of father or lawful representative? 
d) 
e) 
f) 
3.a) What kind of accident and what 
particular injury sustained? 
3.a) 
b) What day and what hour did the 
accident take place? 
c) What place did it happen? 
b)On 
o'clock 
c) 
1. On the premises, and where? 
2. Outside of it, during some 
school arrangement, and which? 
3. At some activity of a sporting-
club of pupils, and which? 
4. On the way to and from school? 
What spot? 
4.a) Which is the known or supposed 4.a) 
cause of the accident, and how 
did it occur? 
(This ~uestion to be answered 
in detail). 
b) What were the conse~uences imme- b) 
diately after the accident? 
(pain, vomiting, swoon, uncons-
ciousness, bleeding, swellings 
etc., impossibility of moving). 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
195 •• in •• 
a.m. 
195 •. p. i .• 
---------------------------------------------------------~-----· 
5.a) What persons witnessed the accident? 5.a) 
(name, occupation, and residence). 
b) In case there were no witnesses, b) 
who saw the injured person first 
after the accident? 
c) Is it that someone else caused c) 
the accident, and how? (name, occu-
pation, and residence of originator). 
----------------------------------------------------~--------
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---------------------------------------------------------------
6.a) What day and what hour was doctor 
consulted? 
b) What physician rendered first aid? 
c) What is the name of the physician 
treating the injured person? 
(Give exact address). 
d) What are his prescriptions? 
6. a) On 
o'clock 
b) 
c) 
d) 
195 .. a.J 
p.l 
---------------------------------------------------------------· 
7.a) Is injured person able to go about,7.a) 
in particular to attend school? 
If not, for what length of time? 
b) In the case given, why not? b) 
c) What are the actual conseQuences c) 
of the accident, and what others 
are to be expected? 
d) How long will, in the opinion of d) 
the physician, treatment last? 
S.a) Is it that injured person suffers, S.a) 
or ever suffered from a disease? 
If so, when, and from what disease? 
b) What physicians was he treated by b) 
formerly? 
9.a) Is injured person insured with someg.a) 
other Accident Insurance Company. 
If so, with which? 
b) Is the i~red person (or father, b) 
or mother) a member of some sick-
fund or some benevolent fund, and 
which? 
10. Remarks 10. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
I herewith declare to have answered the preceding questions 
most conscientiously, and I also authorize the Company to ga-
ther every available information, in particular of physicians, 
concerning the matter. 
I herwith affirm the correctness of above statements 
(Signatu~of insured pupil) 
(By order of the school.) (Signature of lawful represen-
tative). 
' 
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5. Statistical Evidence 
==================== 
A) Statistical outline of 1956 
========================-== 
In 1956 "Colonia'' insured 107,000 pupils of elementary 
schools (included 2,500 teachers) and 23,000 students of 
high school (800 teachers), total 130,000 persons. 
Tab_Le I answers the following questions: How uany cases 
of accidents were reported to ''Colonia'' and registered? How 
many cases out of the registered ones did "Colonia" have to 
pay for? 
Table I: 
~~~{;f~:~~;~~~~----~--~~~~-
1 
~---------------------------
' ! Elementary schools 107,000 
I I High schools 23,000 
Table I tells us: 
l. The number of accidents occuring to high school students 
is three times as high tran those occuring to elementary 
school pupils. 
This fact depends upon several reasons: 
a) The age (elementary school: 6 to 14, high sc~ool: 
lltol9). 
b) A schoolday is much longer in high school. 
c) Sports are much more emphasized in hi1;h school. 
d) More excursions take place in high school. 
2. Fror:l all accidents handled by "Colonia" the cor.cpe.ny only 
had to pay for one fifth of the accidents occuring to 
elementary school pupils ana for one third of the acci-
dents occuring in high school. 
There are three main reasons for these facts: 
a) The majority of the pupils are members of sick-insu-
rance companies through their parents. These companies 
make the initial payment. "Colonia" only psys what 
is not covered by the sick-insurance company. 
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b) Many accidents may look worse than they actually are, 
however all accidents are reported for protection of 
both parties concerned. Sometimes there is no need to 
call for a doctor so that~~ills are submitted to the 
company. 
c) Occasionally when "Colonia's" financial obligation is 
minute due to the sick-fund insurance company absorbing 
most of the costs the parents may not send a bill to 
"Colonia". 
3. One third of reported cases of high schools accidents will 
be paid, but only one fifth of the accident occuring to 
elementary school children! Why? The parents of high 
school students often are insured with private sick-insu-
rance companies. These do not generally pay all the costs 
but only a certain percentage (70% to 80%) ,so· the parents 
send the bill to "Colonia" to cover the unpaid balance. 
The children ofclementary schools belong more frequently 
to the public sick-insurance (Allgemeine Ortskrankenkasse), 
which in most cases pays the bill in its entirety. 
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B) Number of reported accidents and compensation by"Colonia"l956 
============================~=~=====~======== ================ 
Table II: 
a) Volksschulen (elementary schools) 
---------.-_ _ ___________ l _________________________________ _ 
~otal number Out of ~he number of acci~ents in 
of accidents . Column 1 are: 
epor- Compen . In sick~i~_C.9~iiJP~!,.~f.2.f __ ~fi1§.ic.!{_-:-in~:..Y.2.9-ed sated 1 Repor- Campen- · Repor- , Coupen-by Co- ! ted sated by tee! sated by 
r.Ionth lonia i I Colonia ' : Colonia 
--------- ----- ------~-----------------~-------j ____________ _ 
Column 1. 2. I 3. 4. 1 5.! 6. 
--------- ----- ------~-------- --------~-------~-------------
1 
January 107 28 1 99 25 8 3 
February 124 2.9 1 117 25 7 4 
II Earch 81 15 i 77 13 4 2 
April 81 16 I 76 14 5 2 
May 104 24 1 98 20 6 4 
June 135 23 J 128 19 7 4 ! 
July 142 29 l- 13 5 26 7 ; 3 1 
August 18 5 17 4 l i l 1 
Septembe 138 15 129 9 9 , 6 , 
to Sept. I , 1 1 
-------- ------ ------- ------- ---------~--------L------------1 
October 105 ? 100 ? ' 5 i ? I 
November 96 ? 91 "' 5 ? I 
t
December 118 ? 112 ? 
1 
6 1 ? l 
~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~-~~~~~~~ ~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~J~~~=~~~J~~~~~~~I~~~~~I I b) H i g h s c h 0 0 l s i 
r~:~~~~~~~--~~-l---~~-- ---~~-------~~--------i-- ------~------: 
·~: )!larch I 44 I 16 33 8 ll s 
April 60 I 21 55 19 5 2 
, May I 58 I 23 51 I 19 7 4 I June I 77 i 29 7 4 27 3 2 
I i~~~st I {i i 2 ~ t {g I 1~ 1 i { ~~=~~=~==~---~~-~--==-- --=~--~----=~ ___ j ____ :__ ------~------1 1 From Jan.i '1 I I ' 
I ' ' ~~~-~=~~~~-~~=-J--==~---,1 -~=~--~---=~~---J---~=-- -----~~------
1
• October 1 80 II ? 73 i ? l 7 ? 
- I ' i November 1 74 ! ? ' 65 i ? ! 9 ? 
iDecel:lberl 74 i ? I 68 1 ? I 6 ? t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1-~~~~~~~t~~~~~~j~~~~~~~~~j~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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To understand some det ils of Table II I must explain 
the following: 
l, The very small number of cases in Aucust (18 and ll re-
gistered) depends upon the fact, that most of this month 
is vacation-time. 
2, The low figures in column 2 in i:Jeptember r:wy de~9end upon 
the probability that some compensations have not been 
settled prior to J?nuary 12, the date I obtained the in-
formation from ''Colonia''· 
3. This is also the reason that I found the figures of com-
pensated cases in October, November, and December so 
small that I gave no number as it would show no evidence. 
~-. Accordinr, to the last quotation I first totaled J.' Ld}8 fi-
gures from January to September, tte n I fL,ured out the 
three figures in parentheses ( ) in the la.st tin:e proror-
tional to the figures of the first nine months. 
Comments to Table II: 
1. ~arc~ and April show.few accidents. This depends upon 
the fact that :Sa;:tC'r-vfwation took place a~~ont 10 days 
in each these months. In Uay there was a vacation for 
about one week. The other months do not show big diffe-
rences. 
2. Table II helps to find the percentage of pu)ils not be-
longing to any private or public sick-insur ~ce company. 
I present the figures in Tables III a and III b. 
Table III a): 
------------------------------------------r-----------------~ 
Total number Pupils in iNot in ick- l 
----------- ~~-::::::~:~ ~==~==n~~=~:~~-~=~~~=~=~~--------J 
numberTper cent: number per cent i 
------~--------1------- _________ J I i : 
' ' ' 94;£ i 70 6'7~ I 
' ~ 
------ --------~------- ---------~ 
90J6 l 73 I 10% I 
------- --------~-------1----------
Elementary 1 1249 
schools t 
High 
schools J . 799 
-----------~------------
1179 
726 
The next table gives the respective evidence of the 
"compensated" accidents; that means those out of tl:.e num-
ber of reported ones, which ''Colonia'' had to pay for. 
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Table III b): 
------------ ;~~;i-~~;;~;- ~~=ii~-i~------r:~~-i~----------l 
of accidents si~k-ins.comp. 'sick-ins.con:p. 
paid by ------r--------~------ ---------~ -------------~~=~~~=------ ~~===~t~=~-==~~-~:===~ ~=~-==~~-~ 
Elementary 1 r · 40 16" J _::~::~: ____ 1 ___ :~~-------- _:~~--l--:~: ___ t______ _ ___ : ___ _ 
. I I ! i 1-~~~~:~~----~---:~~--------l_:~: __ l __ :~~---l __ ~:__ --~~~----J 
Table II contains all reported accidents "Colonia" had to 
pay for. Now I am able to get the following: Percentage of 
reported accident in cases of pupils belonging in sick-insu-
rance company and those not belonging. These figures will 
be most important when we consider how to make Gerr.w.n expe-
riences useful to an American insurance program for pupils 
and ·teachers. 
Table III c): 
From all repor-
ted accidents 
Colonia had to 
pay 
Elementary 20~£ 
schools 
High 32% 
schools 
-------------1----------------~ In case of Not belon-pupils being ging to 
in sick-ins. sick-ins. 
-=~~~=~~-----~--=~~~:=~-------ll 187~ 1 5~~; 
-------------~----------------l 29;;~ I 67'/; J 
_____________ j _______________ _ 
Acquainted with the German situation the figures in the 
tables III ~) to c) do not surprise. 
a) The percentage of the cases which ''Colonia'' had to pay 
for is of course much higher in ret·:ard to the pupils in 
column 3 (not sick-insured) in comparison to column 2. 
b) High scl:ool and elementary school-comparison: Eicrc school 
pupils - as I pointed out above - are more frequently in 
private sick-insurance companies who do not cover the to-
tal costs; therefore the figures in the line of ~igh 
schools is to be found higher than the ficures in the 
line of theelementary schools. 
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C) V/here accidents occur 
======-====~========= 
Table IV. 
a) Elementary school 
-~::~::---J~~~~~;:-~~~~--:~:~~:r~~;-~~-;~~--.:-:~::~:--~:~:~---
1---------- ~==~~~~~~~L-------~-=~~:-~:~~~: __ : ------,---------1-~~=~~---~----=~---+---=~--~-----~~-----j ____ :~_J ________ _ 
! January 67 . 23 1 l4 3 j 107 
I February 59 49 I 16 124 
i ;.:arch 39 22 I 15 5 81 
I ' 
1 Anril 48 10 19 4 81 i r,:ay 51 36 ll 6 104 
I June 69 41 19 6 135 July 80 31 20 ll 142 
! August I 5 6 4 3 18 I September 
1
1 68 51 17 2 138 
i October 48 43 9 5 ·1 105 I 
i November I 65 20 ! 9 2 96 I 
! December [ 75 31 , 8 : Lj lHl ~---------4---------~-------~------------~-------~---------i l~=~-5~: __ j __ ~!~ ____ j __ ~~~ ___ j ___ ;~~------J---~~--"-~~6~----i 
! b) H i g h s c h o o l i 
~---------~--------- --------:------------:-------~----------i 
, Jonuary I 24 3"6 7 1 l j 58 ' 
February I 28 48 6 i 2 I 84 
liorch ! l4 24 l I 5 44 
April 16 35 7 1! 2 60 
. May 16 33 4 5 58 ! June , 22 39 ll ' 5 77 I J,U!Y : 14 38 9 13 7 4 
1 "'u0 ust ! 3 5 2 l ll 1 
I September 1 29 60 , 4 2 95 
! October ! 26 48 J 6 1 j 80 j l~~~;~~;~-~---!~ ____ j ___ ;~---l~-----~------J----~-- ,---=; ___ _ ! 1 9 5 6 , 243 l 451 . 66 : 39 t 799 I 
! __ =~--~---~--~~~-----~--~=~---J----~~------j ___ ~: __ j __ :~~~---J 
~xplanations to Table IV: 
Tab~e IV shows, where the accidents took place 
l. In column "others" most of the acciclents happend on excur-
sions. Because July is the month for these excursions. 
2. On the way to and from school more accicients hap1:en to 
elementary school-children then to high school students. 
This may depend on the fact, that elementary schools have 
to deal with younger children. 
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3. The figures in Column 2 show, that high school pupils hove 
more accidents in sports, where as in column "school and 
playground" the figures higher with the elementary school -
children. 
The figures of the list are more evident, if we ask, how 
many accidents out of 10.000 children were handled by 
"Colonia". To prove this, we give the following statistics: 
-----------
------
----------
------
------------ ----------
total school and sports way to and others playground from school 
-----------
-----
----------
------
-----------
---- ----
-
elementary 117 63 34 15 5 chool 
---~~--·-·····-" ·---~-~ --~' ·-·~--
igh school 347 104 198 28 17 
------------
------
-----------
-------
----------- ---------
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D) Financial Statistics 
==================== 
Table V a) 
in 1956 ''Colonia''had the following incoue of fees: 
107,000 public school pupils (inclu-
ded 2,500 teachers) paid 
DH. -.50 each (12 1/2 cents) mr. 53,500 (:, 12,800) 
23,000 high school students (in-
cluded 800 teachers) paid 
Dl,'. -.80 each (20 cents) 
Total fees received 
Table V b) 
rn:. 18,400 (~ 4.~oo) 
m:. n,soc U; 17,2oo) 
=====~=====~-==~=========== 
In 1956 ''Colonia'' uade the following payments for accidents: 
~~~~~;;:::: :;~~~:l~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~:::- ;;:~;~~;~~~=~~~:;~;~=] 
Febn1ary " 1247.32 ($ 298) " 7H.27 (~s 179) 1 
IL1arch " 1513.38 ($ 360) " 66~c.49 (~) 159) 1 
!April " 2493.82 (;; 600) " 1137.50 (':) 272) I 
l
l!Iay " 1314.29 ($ 314) I " 1081.37 (;~ 258) 1
1
· 
June " 1265.28 ($ 303) " 831.75 (1; 199) 
July " 2303.94 ($ 551) I " 520.78 (~\ 124) ' 
August " 3259.79 ($ 798) " 1232.69 ($ 295) 
September " 1868.40 ($ 447) 1. 11 2189.03 (f; 524) 
October " 3667.7 4 ( $ 877) , " 672-.63 (::· 161) 
November " 2060.23 ($ 493) i " 750.11 ($ 179) . 
,December 1" 2098.73 (S 502) ! " 921.43 (S: 220) ! 
l:t~:t~i-1956-ln~-2~0\.6~6;---(;;-5:746)-:-;N-;:~595~7;--(;;.-;:774~ 
,r ~-·--' ! 
DIL 35,612.36 (S 8,520) 
The list of expenses in each month cannot be compared with 
the fi1•ures in Table II (accidents fractioned to the months) 
without knowing the following: 
Disposition of the costs of one case often taken several 
months, so that the cost will be compensated, if the bill 
comes to the ''Colonia''· 
For example: The month of hugust is the lowest in regard to 
the nucber of acciaents (see Table II) but it is the highest 
(in high school, the second hichest) in terms of expenses. 
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This is easy to understand: the bills of July, June and 
eve!'"! :.:ay will be sent to the "Colonia"-Company in August. 
As I only dealt with the figures for 1956 I thought it ~ost 
important to find out if the figures for 1956 eave the cor-
rect impression in regard to the amount of money that the 
insurance company paid out. I was permitted to check the 
figures for a two years period. I selected 1952 and 1953. 
The total payment for accidents in 1956 was DM. 35,612.36 
($ 8' 5 20) 
The total payment for accidents iu 1953 was DM. 31,901.65 
($ 7,632) 
The total payment for accidents in 1952 was DM. 35,362.65 
($ 8,460) 
Since the fi~ures are nearly the same I believe that the 
figures for 1956 will ~ive the riEht impression. Actually, 
Director Pfeifer told me that 1956 was a fairly normal 
year. 
Comparing Table V a)and V b) it is easy to figure out, 
that "~olonia" had a profit of about 50%. 
Of course I could not ask, how big the other costs have 
been i11 this year besides that the "Balance" sheet has not 
been set up. But considerin<3' that there is no nee:'! of "td-
vertising in this field, that two persons with a salAry of 
about 5,000 D~'.each ($ 1,200) a year work ir: this field, 
it is to assume that "Colonia" does make a pro~it. 
Tn 0r<".,..r to ('"ive accurate figures on the profit (1956), 
we had to add the amount of the D!v:. 1.- ( 24 cents) for 
each reristered rase: 
1 CJ56 . . . . I Elementary school • High sr-hool I 
-------------1---------------------------------------------- . total payment m~. 24.016.63 ($ 5,746) i DM.11,595.73 ($ 2,774)! 
or each case ! ~· ) 
m•. 1.- i i 
(24 cents) jDM. 1,249 • ..;.- ($ 299) DM. 799.-- ($ 191)i 
-------------t-----------------------~---------------------- I 
total ·~~ai~19561:: ~;:~:~:~~ ~:!:~~~~I D~.'.12,394.73 ($ 2,965)1 
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To the expense for the accidents (DM. 27,660 ($ 9,000)) 
we have to add for administration costs about DII. 14,000 
($ 3,349). 
The total expense in 1956 was about DU. 51,660 (~ 12,359) 
In 1956 "Colonia" received by fees DM. 71,900 ((~ 17 ,201) 
Prof'i t 19 56: DM. 71,900 
$ 17,201 
51,660 = 
12,359 = 
m:. 20, 24o 
$ 4,842 
How the money was paid out percentage-wise 1956: 
Table V c) 
Costs in 1956 fractioned 
:~,;~;~;~;; ~-~-;;:;;;-;;-~:;;~~- ;;; 1;~-;;:;;~-;~-;:;;;~l;;;;, 
----------- --------------------- ---~-------------------~----Inva~ides I I I 
penslon of ' i 
earlier DM 1,359 ($ 325) I 6% IDM 280 (~; 67) 2% 
~~~l~=~~~-- --------------------1----J-------------------~----
invalides J DM 6,740 ($ 1,612) 128%~1m! 2,067 U; 494): 18% 
1956 I 
----------- .-------------------- ---- -------------------1----i ;f c~::~h j DM 3,000 ($ 718) 12% DM -,-- --- / - I 
-----------~-------------------- ___________________ j ___ _ 
DM 500 · ! I ( $ 120) I I I (limit) 1 DM 2,000 ($ 478) 
1 
8% DM 1,000 (,; 240) 1 9% l medical I l I~:~=~~=~~--~-------------------1----~-------------------~----J medical ! 1 i ! I treatment 1 DM 10 918 ($ 2 612) ' 46ot 1m1 8 249 ('' l 9T) ; 71% I ! under DM I ' ' ! 10 I · ' '< ' ) i o I 
· 500 ($120) I : ' ! ~--------------------------------~----~------------------------~ 
I also took a look in the lists of ''Colonia'', to find 
out the figures of teachers, had accident claims against them 
for costs of medical treatment or invalidity (only one case, 
no d~ath). There were 34 teachers of elementary schools and 
22 of high schools who had claims. There was no evidence, 
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that the special costs for teachers are basically dif-
ferent froQ those of pupils. For the reason of this and 
the small number of teachers concerned, I did not give 
special statistical evidence of the teachers cases. 
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It is evident now, that the special conditions of 
School-Accident-Insurance offered to the pupils and tea-
chers in Germany is quite comprehensive as it covers a0-
cidents in the school-building, school premises, outside 
the school premises due to school activities of field 
trips and hikes. Other activities if the school is connec-
ted with it; also, accidents on the direct way to and from 
school. 
The insurance company offers this excellent coverage 
for a very low fee because the school-accident-insurance 
is a subsidiary one. This applies to approximately 90% 
of the insured. This means those pupils are in some kind 
of a health insurance program with their parents. The sick-
fund insurance company pays the additional costs. In case 
there is no sick-fund insm·ance involved the school-acci-
dent insurance company absorbs all the costs. 
In order to find out how much "Colonia'' would have to 
pay if the pupils and teachers were not doubly insured I 
had to deal aspecially with the cases where ''Colonia'' had 
to pay the total costs. I obtained the figures for 1956 
showing all the accidents where ''Colonia'' paid in part and 
the total amount. On the average, "Colonia" paid for those 
who carried the sick-fund-inourance D!.!. 7 to 8 ( ~) 2) per 
case and Dlil. 30 to 31 ($ 7 l/2) per case for those only 
with "Colonia'' (see table next page). 
To determine if the figures listed above were propor-
tional I checked the figures for the years 1952 and 1953. 
---------------------~~~t~;-~i]--c~i~~i~-h~d-l--~~~~~~~----l ~ accidents to pay I costs , ' ' ' ------------------- ---------- --------------~----.---------1 School-year 1952/53 1705 I DLI 35,363 i m; 20.74 i ~=~-~~~~~~~-----_c __ , __________ j __ ~: __ ~::~:~---l.--~=.". --~l_ ____ j I : I 
School-year 1953 1558 I DM 31,901 i m;! 20.47 I' 
(10 months) ( $ 7, 6 3 2) ' ( :; 5) . 
---·-----------------1----------l---------------:---------------i 
1 9 56 I 2048 . DM 35,613 i m,; 17.40 , (12 months) I i ($ 8,520) ! (() 4) j 
___________________ _j __________ _j _______________ : _____ --------
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Ninety percent of all students insured by ''Colonia" 
are insured in a sick-fund insurance program as well. We 
do not have this system in America and it is most impor-
tant that we find the average cost of the cases where the 
stucent is insured by "Colonia" alone. For this reason, 
I took the costs of medical treatment only for both groups 
from Jccnuary through September 1956. 
Group A are those who are in an additional sick-fund 
insurance. 
Group B are those who depend upon "Colonia'' alone, 
[ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~_,',·,_;--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ -----ii~~~;~~d:--~~~~~---------------------1 -------l------------------,--------------~ number 1 total costs 1 2 verage costs 
-------~------------------~--------------l~~=~~~-----~--------- ___ : ___ J __________ : _______ i ______ ~-------
1 ' ' 
i El t . Group A 1
1 
876 IIDM 6,361 ($ l,522)IIDM 7.- ($ 2) 
I
. emen ary , 
1
schools jGroupB J 54 .DM1,672($ 400)im.I3l.-($7.5)1 
r::::-------r~~::~-:--~--;;~--1;~-;~;;;-;;-~~~;;~r~~--~~=~;-;~--~ 
lschools 'Group B 51 IDJIII 1,550 ($ 371)/DM 30.-($ 7.5) / -----------·----------L ________ , __________________ ._ ______________ .J 
The table above shows that the average costs for medi-
cal treatment of one injured pupil out of Group B (not in 
c;ick-insurance) are about four times higher than in Group 
A (with sick-insurance) concerning the reported cases only. 
It may be interesting now, to figure out how much hig -
her "Colonia'' would have to raise the fee if the company had 
to pay all costs of medical treatment as it does in Group B. 
From the fee of DJI'[. -.50 (12 cents) we must take 46% (table 
V c) for medical treatment only - that makes DM. -.23 (5 
cents). This figure must be compared to the figures m:. 7.-
(8 2) and Dlll. 31.- ($ 7.5) in the table nbove. 
0.23 + X = 7 + 31; X = 1.02 
Instead o:f DM. -.23 (5 cents) the amount must be Dl\1. 1.02 
(24 cents); therefore the fee would be 0.27 + 1.02 = D~.1.29 
( 7 cents + 24 cents= 31 cents). 
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For high school students the same figuring makes a fee 
of Dl.c. 2. 67 ( 65 cents) instead of DrL -,80 ( 20 cents). 
In both cases the fee would be about 2 1/2 times hig-
hPr t!J.an it actually is i:: elementary schools and 3 1/2 ti-
;;-.es hir:her j n hi ph E>chooJs 
Regarding the small number of pupils who do not belong 
to a sicl!"-insuran0e cornnany the probable mistake rnay be hign. 
~o it is ~est to say, the fee must be 3 to 4 tiffies hicher 
than it actua1ly is. 
I wou 1 d sue.;est another study in the States if one hasn't 
been lliade to deterffiine the costs of accidents so that one 
could deterffiine the insurance fee to be paid each year by the 
family. 
Besides this we must determine the dollar value com-
pared with Deutsche !lark (DK) as far as medical costs are 
concerned. Since a dollar ~ DM. 4.20 - a program could be 
initiated in the States similar to the ~erman one starting 
with a fee of 2 or 3 dollars a year without any difference 
in the elementary or high school. 
~r. Pfeifer told me that in general the figures pre-
sented in this thesis based on the study made in the Darm-
stadt area were similar to those of other parts of \'iestern 
Germany. He thinks the figures (130,000 pupils) can be taken 
as representative for a number of at least 1,000,000 pupils 
insured with "Colonia" and that it should be comparative 
to the fi~ures of all other insurance companies, working in 
+he field. 
It is important to emphasize now that "Colonia" has not 
had one case brought to court since 1934. This indicates 
ac0eptance of the pro,o-ram by the parents. 
For advertiPing purposes alone an insurance company 
would show interest. T~e fact that there is a profit to the 
company should create even more interest. 
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Elimi'.'lation of some of the covera.;e such as <:>;oin3' and 
returnine fro!'! tte school could encourage a co;;;paGy to of-
fer coverage which wouJd still be attractive. 
I sincerely believe that this study has proYeE that 
A!!lerican school children and teachers can be offered a 
sound accident-insurance program with excellent coverage 
at a. minimum cost. 
I a 
.. 
RUDOLF BEYER AACHEN, DEN 
TMEATERSTRASSE 9 
5. 12. 1956 
VORSITZER DES VORSTANCES 
OER 
AACHEN-LEIPZIGER VERSICHERUNGS-A.G. 
FERNRUF 31241 
PRIVAT: I. ROTE-HAAG WEG 6"ta 
FERNRUF 38056 
Mr. 
John Me. L a n e y 
W o r m s /Rhein 
Hegelstr. 13 
Sehr geehrter Mr. l.lc. L a n e y ! 
Wie Herr Dr. T h y e n in Darmstadt mir mit~eteilt hat, sind Sie zur 
Zeit damit beschaftigt, eine Studie tiber die Schulbesuchs-Unfallversiche-
rung im Bundesgebiet zu machen. Leider ist tiber diese Versicherungsart so 
gut wie nichts geschrieben oder kommentiert. Aus diesem Grunde habe ich zu 
Ihrer Orientierung die wichtigsten Grundsatze fur diese Versicherung im 
Folgenden selbst zusammengestellt. 
Die Schiilerunfall versicherung ist ein Ausschni tt a us der Allgemeinen 
Unfallversicherung und wird von fast allen privaten und i:iffentlich-
rechtlichen Unfallversicherern betrieben. Einheitliche Bedingungen und 
Tarife liegen hierfur jedoch nicht vor. Durch die Schillerunfallversicherung 
werden in aller Regel Unfalle gedeckt, von denen der Schiller betroffen 
wird 
1. Auf dem Schulgrundstiick, d.h. im Schulgebaude und auf dem Schnlhof, 
beim Unterricht, sowie beim lehrplanmassigen Turnen und Spielen; 
2. auBerhalb des Schulgrundstilcks bei allen lehrplanmassigen Veranstal-
tungen, sofern die Fuhrung oder Leitung eines Lehrers durch die 
Schulleitung angeordnet ist, z.B. bei gemeinsamen Ausflugen, die 
dem erdkundlichen, naturwissenschaftlichen und dem Zeichenunter-
richt dienen, bei gemeinsamen Spaziergangen und Spazierfahrten, 
Fahrrad-, Ruder-, Radel- und Schlittschuhpartien, bei Besichtigun-
gen von Ausstellungen, Museen, Fabriken und ahnlichen Betrieben, 
bei gemeinsamen Kinobesuchen und wahrend des Aufenthaltes in Schul-
heiman und Schul-Landheimen; 
ferner beim Skielaufen - auch wahrend des Aufenthaltes in Schulhei-
men oder Schul-Landheimen -, sofern es sich hierbei urn schulische 
Veranstaltungen handelt; 
des weiteren erstreckt sich der Versicherungsschutz auch auf Reisen 
von Lehrern und Schiilern nach dem europaischen Ausland und dem Auf-
enthalt daselbst, soweit es sich uo eine schulische Veranstaltung 
handel t. 
Wohnen die betreffenden SchUler im Ausland jedoch bei auslandischen 
Familien und stehen nicht mehr unter der unmittelbaren Aufsicht der 
begleitenden Lehrpersonen, dann ist die fur Internate, Alumnate usw. 
vorgesehene erhi:ihte Pramie zu entrichten. 
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3. auf dem direkten Wege zu und von der Schule oder einer Schulveranstal-
tung, gleichgultig, ob und welche Transportmittel - ausgenommen Luft-
fahrzeuge und Motorr~der - hierbei benutzt werden. 
Nicht unter den Versicherungsschutz fallen Unf~lle wahrend der Ferien und in 
Ferienlagern, so>7eit es sich urn auBerschulischen Aufenthalt handelt, wahrend 
der Teilnahme an tibungen von Schiilerturn- und Sportvereinen, wahrend des Kom-
munions- und Konfirmanden-Unterrichts und auBerlohrplanmassigen sonstigen 
religiosen Veranstaltungen auBerhalb des Schulgrundstucks. Auch erstreckt sicr 
der Versicherungsschutz nicht auf Sachschaden (z.B. von Kleidung, Fahrradern, 
Brillen, Beschadigung von Prothesen - kunstlichen Gebissen - usw.). 
Die Formulierungen des Versicherungsumfanges sind unterschiedlich. Auch mate-
riell weicht der Versicherungsumfang hier und da voneinander ab. Ich habe mir, 
da meine Gesellschaft keine gedruckten Bedingungen fur die Schulerunfallver-
sicherung fuhrt, Konkurrenzmaterial besorgt, das ich zu Ihrer gefl. Bedicnung 
beifuge. Den Schulerunfallvertragen worden neben den vorgenannten Sonderbedin-
gungen die Allgemeinen Versicherungsbedingungen fur die Kinderunfallversiche-
rung, wovon ich ebenfalls einige Exemplare hier beifuge, zugrunde g·elegt. 
Selbst diese Allgemeinen Versicherungsbedingungen weichen in Text voneinander 
ab. Einheitliche Schulerunfallbedingungen sind in Vorbereitung und werden der 
Aufsichtsbehorde im Zuge der anstehenden Reform der Allgemeinen Versicherungs-
bedingungen fur die Unfallversicherung zugeleitet. 
Die SchiHerunfallversicherung wird in folgenden Ve-ctrar;-sarten betrieben: 
a) als Ausschnitt aus der Kinderunfallversicherung in Einzelvertragen; 
b) als unechte Gruppenversicherung, auch Rahmenvertrag mit Sammelinkasso 
genannt; 
c) als echte Gruppenversicherung. 
Zu a) Als Einzelversicherung, abe;eschlossen durch die El tern, zugunsten der 
Kinder, hat die Schulerunfallversicherung kaum eine Bedeutung, weil 
dies wiederum nur ein Teil der Kinderunfallversicherung ist. Die Versi-
cherer meiden v1egen der geringflit;igen Pr8.mie die Beschr8.nkung des Kinder 
unfall-Versicherungsschutzes auf Unfalle, die mit dem Schulbesuch im 
Zusammenhang stehen und stellen ihre 1Jerbung auf die Kinderunfall-
Versicherung, die die Schul besuchsgefahren t"i tdeckt, ab. 
Zu b) tiber das Wesen der unechten Gruppenversicherung, die etwa dem Vertrag 
uber Sammelinkasso gleich kommt, gibt der hier beiliegende Kommentar 
von Dr. Millauer 
"Rechtsgrundsatze des Gruppenversicherungsvertrages" 
auf den Seiten 2o und folgende AufschluB. Diese unechte Gruppenversiche-
rung wurde in fruheren Jahren in der Schulerunfallversicherung recht 
haufig angewandt. Der Vertrag selbst wird durch die Schule bzw. Schul-
e-emeinde abgeschlossen • .uie Teilnahme an diesem Vertrag ist fakultativ. 
Es ist aber Sammelinkasso vereinbart. Den ~ltern der versicherten 
Schiller wird ein Versicherungsausweis ausgeh3.ndigt. Die Leistungen aus 
dem Unfallvertrag fliessen jeweils den Eltern der versicherten Schuler 
zu. 
Solche Vertrage bringen technische Schwieri,'l'kei ten, inobesondere in Be-
zug auf das Inkasso und das dann zu erfolgende Uahnverfahren, mit sich. 
Deswegen sind wir immer mehr von dieser Vertragsart abgekommen. 
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Zu c) Die echte Gruppenversicherung - in den Komnentar von Dr. !Jillauer auf 
den Sei ten 13 und folgende kommentiert - ist auch in de:r SchiHcrunfall-
vcrsicherung die gebrauchlichste Form. Sie wird betrieben mit und ohne 
Bezugsberechtigung der Eltern bzw. Schuler. Diese Vertrage sehen in der 
Regel eine obligatorische Teilnahme aller Schiiler vor. Versicherungsneh-
mer und damit Pramienzahler ist die Schule, Dem Vertrag ohne Namensangab 
ist, von beiden Seiten aus gesehen, der Vorzug zu geben, 
Nach meinen Unterrichtungen besteht in Hamburg eine Schulerunfallversi-
cherung als echte Gruppenversicherung ohne Namensangabe. Bezugsberech-
tigt ist allerdings die Versicherungsnehmerin, also die Stadt Hamburg, 
Die Leistungen aus diesem Vertrag werden fiir die Behebung der Unfallfol-
gen der Schuler verwandt. Im Gegensatz dazu besteht in Wurttemberg/Baden 
oin Schulergruppenvertrag mit Bezugsberechtigung der Eltern bzw. Schuler 
Die Vertragsleistungen fliessen direkt den Eltern der Schuler zu. 
Die Versicherungsleistungen der SchiHerunfallversicherung erstrecken sich in 
der Regel auf: 
Erstattung der Begrabniskosten beim Unfalltod des Schulers; 
eine Entschadigung beim Dauerinvaliditiitsfall, wobei die sogenannte 
Glieder"Wce Anwendung findet; 
den Ersatz der Heilkosten. Dieser Heilkostenversicherungsschutz wird 
aber nur subsidiiir, d.h. nur dann und insoweit ge7:iihrt, als nicht ein 
gesetzlicher oder privater Krankenversicherer zur Zahlung der Heilkosten 
verpflichtet ist. 
Gebrauchliche Summenkombinationen in der Schulerunfallversicherung sind: 
Bestattungskosten: Dauerinvaliditatsfall: Heilkosten: 
DM Soo,-- DM s.ooo.-- Dill Soo.--
DM 1.ooo.-- DM 1o.ooo.-- DM 1.ooo.--
DM: 1.5oo,-- DM 1S.ooo,-- DM 1.5oo.--
Hin und wieder wird im Zusamnenhang mit der Schulerunfallversicherung die 
Haftpflichtversicherung der Schule sowie die Garderobe- und Fahrrad-Vorsiche-
rung angeboten. Durch Zusammenfassung dieser Risiken entsteht dann ein kombi-
nierter Gruppenversicherungsvertrag. 
Die Tarife fur die Schulerunfallversicherung sind sehr unterschiedlich. Ich 
lege hier einiges Tarifmaterial bei. Die verschiedenartige Beurteilung der 
Risiken, die sich aus der ungleichen Prtimienbernessung ergibt, ist dabei sehr 
interessant. Bei grosseren Gruppenversicherungsvertragen werden die Pramien 
vollig frei, nach den Erfahrungsgrundsatzen des betreffenden Versicherers, 
festgelegt. 
Fur das Schulbesuchsunfall-Risiko der Studenten der Hoch- und Fachschulen 
bestehen gar keine Tarife und Vertragstypen. Die Formulierung solcher Vertrage 
wird von Fall zu Fall, je nach vorliegendem Versicherungsbedurfnis und ge-
wunschtem Versicherungsumfang, vorgenommen. Die Gruppenunfall- oder -Sammel-
versicherung einer Hoch- oder Fachschule ist sehr selten. Das hangt wohl damit 
zusammen, daB die Studenten durch das Studentenhilfswerk betreut und fur den 
Krankheitsfall, evtl. auch fur den Unfall, versorgt und versichert werden. 
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Dagegen ist bei Studenten der AbschluB normaler Einzelunfallversicherungen 
haufiger. Bei diesen Einzelunfallvertragen werden die Pramien und Bedingun-
gen der normalen, fur Personen zwischen 16 und 65 Jahren geltenden Unfallver-
sicherung angewandt. Der Versicherungsschutz bezieht sich dann nach lTassgabe 
der Allgemeinen Versicherungsbedingungen auf alle Unfalle des taglichen 
Lebens. 
Ich habe hiermit zunachst nur die grundsatzlichen Fragen dieses Versicherungs 
zweiges beriihrt. Zur Behandlung weiterer Einzelheiten, so vor allem zur Aus-
legung einiger Begriffe des Versicherungsumfanges, stehe ich jederzeit und 
gerne zu Ihrer Verftigung. 
Mit verbindlichem GruB bin ich 
Ihr sehr rgebener 
, 

Rudolf B e y e r 
Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of the Aachen-Leipzig Insurance 
Joint-stock-Company 
Aachen, 5.12.1956 
9 Theaterstrasse 
Telephone No.: 31241 
Private: I". Rote-Haag-Weg 
64 a. Telephone No.:38056 
Mr. 
John McLaney 
Worms on the Rhine 
Hegelstrasse 13 
Dear Mr. McLaney, 
According to a communication I had from Dr.Thyen in Darmstadt, 
you are at present engage~ in writing a dissertation on the 
School-Accident-Insurance in the Federal Republic. Unfortuna-
tely, there is, concerning this kind of insurance, no litera-
ture or commentary worth mentioning existing. It is for this 
reason that, he~ith, I undertake to give the most important 
elements of this insurance for your information. 
The insurance against school accidents forms part of the Gene-
ral Insurance against accidents, and is carried out by almost 
all private insurance companies and companies under legal publi 
city. There are, however, no uniform conditions and tar~s re-
garding them. As a rule, the school-accident-insurance covers 
all accidents that may happen to pupils: 
1. On the school premises, i.e. in the schoolbuilding and in 
the playground, and during lessons as well as during gymna-
stics and play according to school curriculum; 
2. Outside the school premises during all sorts of activity 
according to school curriculum, provided that supervision 
or direction by teachers is induced by the principal of the 
school, as, for instance, during excursions of a class ser-
ving instruction in geography, natural science, and drawing; 
on walks and drives; on bicycle, during rowing, sleighing-
and skating-parties; during inspection of exhibitions, muse-
ums, factories, and similar establishments; during atten-
dance at cinemas by the class; and during a stay in a school 
home and in a country-home of the schoolf 
further during skiing - and this also during stay in school-
homes and country-homes of the school - provided that such 
activities are induced by the principal of the school. 
The insurance also covers journeys of teachers and pupils to 
European countries, and their stay there, as far as they 
tak~lace according to school curriculum. However, in case 
the'pupils question live with foreign families abroad, and 
are not longer under the immediate supervision of the accom-
panying teacher, then the raised premium fixed for boarding-
schools, etc., has to be paid. 
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3. On the direct way to and from school or some school ac-
tivity, no matter whether and which vehicles - excepting 
airplanes and motor-c~cles - be used. 
Not covered by the insurance are accidents happening during 
vacation and in holiday-camps, as far as they are happening 
apart from school life; also accidents happening during par-
ticipating in gymnastics in pupils' gymnastic clubs and other 
sporting clubs; accidents happening during Commw1ion and 
Confirmation lessons and other religious gatherings outside 
the school premises, and not included in the school curri-
culum. Not covered by the insurance are also objects, as 
clothes, bicycles, spectacles, and damage dont to artificial 
limbs, teeth, etc. 
There is a difference as to the compass of insurances. Insu-
rance companies differ here and there also materially with 
regard to it. As my company has not edited any conditions 
in print concerning school-accident-insurance, I procured 
some material from competitors, material I enclose for your 
perusal. The school-accident-insurance-contracts have for 
a foundation- besides the special conditions aforenamed -
the conditions of the General-Accident-Insurance concerning 
children, of which I also enclose some copies. 
Even these General Conditions of Insurance deviate in their 
text. Uniform conditions of school-accident-insurance are 
being prepared and will, in the course of the current reform 
of the general conditions of insurance concerning the Acci-
dent-Insurance, be submitted to the Board of Control. 
School-Accident-Insurance is effected in the following des-
criptions of contract: 
a) As part of the Accident-Insurance concerning Children, 
and that in single contracts; 
b) as "sham" insurance of groups, also called skeleton con-
tract, a contract including collective cashing. 
c) as genuine Insurance of Groups. 
To a) As single (seperate) Insurance, contracted by the pa-
rents in favor of the children, the School-Accident-
Insurance is hardly of any importance, being only part 
of the Accident Insurance of Children. On account of 
the insignificant premium to be paid, insurers avoid 
limiting the covering of Accident-Insurance concerning 
Children to accidents in connection with attendance at 
school, and advertise the Accident-Insurance concer-
ning Children, which also covers accidents happening 
during attendance at school. 
To b) Concerning the nature of the "sham" insurance of groups, 
which is somewhat like the contract involving collec-
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tive cashing, the enclosed commentary of Dr. ~iiillauer 
in "The legal foundation of the contract concerning 
insurance of groups" will inform you, and that on page 
20 and the following pages. In former years this 
"sham" insurance of groups was chosen rather frequent-
ly concerning School-Accident-Insurance. The contract 
itself is made by the school or the community of the 
school. Participation in this contract, which, as a 
matter agreed upon, includes collective cashing, is op-
tional. To the parents of the insured pupils a voucher 
is handed. Damages paid according to contract are, in 
each case, paid to the parents of the insured pupils. 
Such contracts are attended with difficulties, and that 
particularly with regard to the cashing and the eventual 
monition, this being the reason of our avoiding this 
kind of contract, and that more and more. 
To c) In the School-Accident-Insurance, too, the Genuine In-
surance of Groups, as ccMM~IIitt!G on page 13 and the fol-
lowing pages of Dr. Millauer's commentary, is the form 
of ':i,nsurance most in use. It is effected with and 
without authorization of parents or pupils to receive 
eventual indemnification. As a rule, these contracts 
provide an obligatory participation of the pupils. It 
is the school, which is the policy-holder, and - conse-
C}'Uently - the one to pay the premiums. Considering the 
matter from both sides, it should be preferred to make 
an "impersonal", nameless, contract. From information 
I obtained, there exists in Hamburg a school-accident-
insurance in the form of a genuine insurance of a group, 
and that without bearing a name. Authorized to receive 
eventual indemnification is of course the insured, i.e. 
the town of Hamburg. Indemnification resulting from 
this contract is used in remedying the consequences of 
the accidents happened to pupils. In contrast to this 
there exists in WUrttemberg/Baden a pupils' group-con-
tract authorizing parents of pupils to receive eventual 
indemnification. Indemnification due according to con-
tract goes directly to the parents of the pupils. 
As a rule, school-accident-insurance covers: 
Compensation of funeral expenses in case of death occa-
sioned by accident happend to pupil; 
Damages in case of permanent invalidity, invalidity re-
garding which the so-calles member tariff is applied; 
Compensation of cost of medical treatment. However, 
such compensation is granted in a subsidiary way only, 
i.e. only if and in so far as there is not a legal or 
private sick-fund that is in duty bound to pay the cost 
of medical treatment. 
The following are the usual combinations of SUMppertaining 
to School-Accident-Insurance: 
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Funeral expenses: Permanent invalidity: Cost of r,Jedical 
trea_tment: 
------------------------------------------------------------
m; 500 u~ 120) 
DE 1 1 000 (~ 240) 
n:: 1,500 (;t 358) 
DE 5,000 ($ 1,200) 
DI.I 10,000 (~ 2 ,400) 
m.1 15,ooo u~ 3,588) 
DL 
DY 
DI.I 
500 
1,000 
1,50<:: 
( ~; 120) 
(" ,, 240) 
( ~~ 358) 
In connection with School-Accident-Insurance liability insu_ 
ranee of the school, ns well as insurance of clothes and bi-
cycles, is offered no~ Bhd then. By the combining of these 
risks a combined group-insurance-contract will be formed. 
The tariffs of the School-Accident-Insurance, of which I am 
enclosing some, are rather manifold. The varied valuation 
of risks, to be seen from the widely dif:t'erent Ecmounts of 
premiums fixed, is interestinc; indeed. In group-in-urance 
contracts covering hi(ih risks prer1iums are fixed rc_·,~Ler free-
ly, and that according to the experiences the in~urance in 
question had. 
Regarding the risks as to school accidents happening to stu-
dents of high schools and professional-schools, there ere no 
tariffs and types of contract. Contracts of this description 
are made separately, just according to occasion arising, 8nd 
according to compass of insurance desired. Group-accident-
insurance or collective insurance is effected rctrely only, 
the reason for which evidently being the support stu~ents re-
ceive from relief organizations and the like, by which in 
cases of illness, and sometimes also in cases of acci~ents 
happening to them, they will also be cared for and insured. 
On the other h3nd, it is a fact that normal sepro":c.te accident-
insurance effected by students do occur. Re,~ardin~ ~hese 
separate accident contracts, the preniumo and conCitions 
of the normal accident-insurance in force, i.e. those fixed 
for persons between 16 and 63 years of age, are taken as a 
basis. In these cases the insurance covers all accidents 
happening in daily life, and that in accordance with the ge-
neral conditions of insurance. 
In the foregoing I have only touched upon the f'undc~mentr:ls 
of this branch of insurance. For elucidation of further de-
toils, above all, definition of some modes of dEtentining 
the compass of insurance, I am always, and willingly at 
your disposal. 
I remain, Sir, with kind regards 
Yours very sincerely 
signed: B c e r 
n 
C o n t r a c t 
between the 
President of the Government in Darmstadt 
represented by 
Department II (Education and Instruction) 
(in the following briefly called "District Government") 
and the 
"C o l o n i a" 
Cologne Insurance Joint-stock Company, K o 1 n, 
represented by the authorized District-direction 
Frankfurt / Main 
Manager: Max P f e i f e r, District-director 
in the following briefly called ''Colonia", 
concerning the conclusion of a 
Collective School - Accident - Insurance. 
Upon annulment of the entire stipulations made between the "Di-
strict Government" and the "Colonia", the following is herewith 
agreed upon: 
§ l. 
1) The "Colonia" insures all the pupils (boys and girls) of the 
public schools under the Hessian administration of public 
instruction, and the scho&ls on an equality with them, in th• 
administrative district of Darmstadt, according to the 
attached General Conditions of Insurance concerning School-
Accident-Insurance, and the following Special Conditions. 
2) What schools-except the acknowledged private schools - are OJ 
an equality with public schools the District Government will 
dEtermine. 
§ 2. 
1) The insurance covers accidents, also accidents caused by 
consequences of the past war, that may happen to pupils 
(boys and girls): 
1. In the school-building and on the school premises during 
the whole of their stay there, and as far as such stay is 
in connection with school activity; 
2. Outside the premises in connection with all sorts of 
school activity, i.e. excursions of the class serving 
geographical, natural, science excursions, drawing in the 
open, walks, hikes, rowing, sleighing, skiing, skating, 
done conjointly; visiting of exhibitions, museums, fac-
tories, and the like; 
3. During swinming and bathing practised by the class, no 
matter what it was induced by; 
4. During gatherings of a pupils'club, so far as they are 
officially induced; 
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5. On the direct way to and from school, also to and 
froe1 gatherings named under 2, 3 and 4, no matter 
whether and which vehiclPs-excepting airplEmes and 
motor-cycles - are u;{sed; 
6. During stay in a country-home during vacation - in-
cluding there and back - provided a teacher acts as 
supervisor, and the stay in induced by the principal 
of the school; 
1. During assistance in agricultural labour - so ~ar as 
others are not liab.Le to pay da;_ages - provided it is 
induced by the principal of the schoo.L, 
2) Included in this contract are also loss and O.amage of clo-
thes and bicycles the insured teachers, a~sist~nt teachers, 
and jani-cors, brouL;ht with theo/Lnto the school-building 
incluO.ing spare parts ana appuftenances. ThiG applies not 
only the clothes and bicycles deposites by pu~ils, teachers, 
assistant teachers, and janitors, during lessons in places 
destines for it by the direction of the school, but over 
and above this also to clothes and bicycles deposited en 
all other activities of the ochool by pupils, tcachers,as-
sistant teachers, and janitors, outside the premises in 
some room. Included in the inicm::·ance are also, during les-
sons, school bags (satchels) · nd teztbooks ::rought in to the 
class-rooms by pupils, teachers, and assistant teac~ers. 
Clothes and bicycles are also included in ~he insurance 
during gyrmastics and play in the playground and sportine;-
fields, if during this time there is sufficient supervision. 
The amount of damages is: 
a) in every case of loss or Cacrabe to clothes, up to 
Dl.I. 75 (:3 18); 
b) in/avery case of loss or damage to bicycles, up to 
DLI 150 (<5 36) including spare parts anu ay)Urtenances. 
'Che additional amo·u.nt of premium to a) is con :;.~_ined in 
the premium. (See § 6), 
An additional amount of prer1ium ef DL. -.40 (10 ccn .. s) in-
cludinc insurance tax, is to be paid annually re_arding b). 
Insurance of bicycles is granted only to pu;ils, teachers, 
assistant teachers, and janitors whose naQes are registe-
red with the company. The additional amount for this insu-
rance to be paid only by these. 
§ 3. 
FroQ the very beginning of each school-year alL the pupils 
(boys and girls) are insured. 
l) The principals, teachers, assistant teachers, janitors 
and employees of scLools may join in insuring. =he pre-
miur', inclusive of liability insurance, is, according to 
t~e follo~ing conditions, DL. -.50 (12 1/2 cents) a year. 
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2) For principals, teachers, assistant teachers, jsnitors 
and empoyees in boarding-schools the preuiu=, inclu-
oive of licbility insurance, is E.:. 1.30 (32 cc;nts) 
a year. 
3) By including liability insurance the "Coloni::c" ur:dertakes 
insurance in the case of persons bsing in~ured against 
liability causing, in the course of officiation, anfi du-
ring the time of being insured, death, bodily injury er 
damage to health of persons, or dama;e or fiostruc.~ons, 
liable to make good the damage caused. 
The insurance covers the satisfying of ,.rounded claims 
C'or damages as well as the averting of cromwless ones. 
Damages for accidents in conformity ~ith the con6itions 
of insurance are granted up to the insured r:1aximuc a-
mount. As damage are also reca.rded loss or cles·cruction 
of things, also of animals belon.dn~ t0 other paople. 
~amage clone to things by explosion or fire is included 
:Ln t'ce insunmce. 
Uot included in the insurance is d~mage done to thin:s 
given to the insured schools, societies or persons for 
sor:;e use, for conlil'eyance or other purposes, or or ta-
king charge of. 
Claims for damage of rented or borrowed icmovab~e things 
are, however, covc:red by the insurance. 
:Excluded from insurance are: 
a) claims 1·o1· o.amages made by all those who caused the 
damages intentionally; 
b) liability claims made by relatives of parsons insured. 
As relatives only husband and wife, pare· ts, pc•rents-
in law, grandparents, children and grandchildren, adop-
tive father and mother, foster-parents, ste~-father 
and step-mother, and step-children are re~arded; 
c) liability claims exceeding the limit of le al liabili-
ty, and that on the strength of a cont"'c·.ct or of spe-
ci•·l promise; 
d) liabil.ity claims concerning driving and keepinz of all 
k:'.nds of motor vehicles and airplanes, also concerning 
the keeping of animals. 
Liability of the "Colonia" amounts: 
a) for damage, done to persons, up to 
b) for damage done to things, inclu-
ding damage done to animals, up to 
for each daBage. 
n=.:. sco, ceo 
(:: 120,000) 
10,000 
2,400) 
The insured person is not permitted to ackno~ledge or 
satis:Cy any liability claims made ·H::ailJDit hL;1, or to 
come to an arrangement recarding theo 11ithout previous 
permission by the ,·colonia", failinc which the; "Colonia" 
re[crds itself as free from the oblig tions to pay da-
mages. 
Whenever a liability claim is made a,;ainst a::~ in ured 
persOl'• a claim relating to the subject of this contract, 
report in writing has to be made wi~hin a fortnight, the 
·report to contain at least a short description of the 
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event as well as name and address of the damaged person. 
The report is to be sent to the District-direction Frank-
furt (Main), 34 Reuterweg,of the "Colonia". The "Colonia" 
will send the forms necessary in each case directly to 
the insured person. 
In case the insured persons are summoned to appear in 
court concerning the claim, report has to be made imme-
diately after receipt to the summons, and although the 
respite is still running. Besides, insured persons are 
obliged to send the "Colonia" all letters, deeds of com-
plaint, and other papers relating to the liability claim, 
to gi~ every information asked for, to procure all eviden-
ce to supply it, and to assist the "Colonia" in averting 
groundless or excessive claims to the best of their ability. 
In case an obligation to be met with in the event of dama-
ges being claimed is mirked, the "Colonia" is free from 
the obligation to pay damages, provided the shirking is 
not an intentional one, nor has for its reason culpable 
neglect. In the case of culpable neglect the ''Colonia" 
is in so far obliged to pay damages as the neglect had 
neither an influence on the ascertaining of the case nor 
on the ascertaining, or the extent, of the damages devol-
ving on the Company to pay. 
§ 5o 
In case an insured pupil changes schools, and the school he 
now goes to has not made a contract with the "Colonia", then 
the insurance regarding him ends with the end of the school-
year in question, The Company will have to be advised accor-
dingly. 
§ 6. 
l) The premium is: 
l. for pupils of high schools 
2, for pupils of elementary and 
secondary chools 
3. for pupils of boarding-schools 
4. for pupils of technical schools, 
Berufsfach-schools, and Berufs-
schools 
DIU. -.80 a year 
(20 cents) 
Dl.l. -.50 a year 
(12 1/2 cents) 
DM. 1,30 a year 
(32 cents) 
DM, -.35 a year 
(9 cents) 
2) In aforementioned amounts are included some incidental 
costs, as, for instance, fees for executing deeds, insu-
rance tax, and collecting-fees. 
3) The total amount of the insurance premium to be paid by 
the several schools represents the sum of the premiums 
paid by the pupils belonging to a school on the 15th l\lay 
of every year. 
4)Pupils entering the school later on are included in the in-
surance without having to pay a premium for the current 
school-year. On a pupil's leaving a school without ente-
ring another, the insurance of that pupil expires,and that 
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without an oblic;ation on the part of insurc-,nce 
company to refund the premium paid. 
§ 7, 
The collecting of the premium is done by the oeve,-,_1 
schools in a way suitable to them. The amount of tbese pre-
miums is to be paid to the "Colonia" on the 1 ct. June, at 
the latest, by the directors of the 8choolA. In the occd-
sion of doing so the directors have to inform the "Colonia", 
and that on the !·oros send by the Company, how nany pupils 
(boys and girls) there.are attending the ochool on key-day, 
the 15 th of Lay of every year, aloo to name the directors, 
teachers, assistant teachers, janitors, ana employess who 
hav joined the insurance. Delay in payment will not sus-
pend insurance. rhe state, as such, does not t~ke any 
responsibility as to the payment of premiums, it being the 
pa~ents of the insured pupils who are the debtors. 
§ s. 
The coopensations of the''Colonia" are: 
l) According to § 6,! of the General Insurance Conditions 
concerning School-Accident-Insurance (payment of treat~ 
ment, cure) obligation to pay up to D~. 500 (~\ 120). 
Payment of treatment is limited coYlcerning c:.ll co2I!pensa-
tions and doctor 1 s feesilccordinc to the minimULJ rates 
of the General German (bdgo) or the Prussian (Preugo) 
ord·:r of fees. 
In case of stay in a hospital, third-class cost of cure 
and board for ,Principal of schools, toachel'S, assistant 
·~-eachers, janitors, and employees, will be [,Tr,n·ced. Pa-
rents desiring their children being treated in a higher 
class will have to pay the a0ditional cost thecselves. 
Artificial teeth, including dentist's treatment, will be 
paid for within the limit of n .. 500 (8120), and that 
DE. 30 ($ 7) for every tooth. 
In serious cases, cases requirinG hiBher co .. t of treat-
r:Jent in order to avoid eventual complete dis2,ble;;1ent, up 
to DE 2 1 500 (i~ 600) may be paid, provides that the Ooc-
tor supplies reasons for it. 
In case such accident should- despite tt~ treatment -
result in dis:::blement, then the amount exceedinr; the 
cost of treatment as stipulated in the contract, an a-
mount granted by the "Colonia'', will be deducted from 
the damages granted for disablement. 'l'he fare for brin-
~ing the injured person to the doctor or to th2 hospital 
(sanatorium) will be paid by the "Colonia". 
In case of an accident happening, one has first to avail 
oneself of the .services of existing sick-insurancJ (lo-
cal-sick-funds, sick-funds for officials, r~cilr;ay-, post-
office-, workmens'-, private-, etc, sick-funds), and that 
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to the full, before the ''Colonia'' becins actin3. How-
ever, in the interest of io~ediate reculation, the 
"Colonia" will be first in every case. 
2) According to § 6,II (amount of the 
of disablement) 
a) in case of cowplete disablement 
b) in case of part disablement, ta-
king as a basis the sum granted 
for complete disablement 
sums insured in case 
DLl. 25,0CC 
(:; 6,000) 
De.:. lo,o,_:;o 
(:s 2,40C) 
3) According to § 6,III (amount of damages in ccc;Je of death) 
a) in case of death DI.:. 1, ''v0 
P"·eviously paid damae;es for dis- ( . 2~0) 
ablement will be deducted in 
case of death. 
b) Cost of transfer (in case the in-
sured person met with accidental 
death outside his native place), 
up to :::c. 
( ~) 
§ 9. 
soc 
120) 
The settling of the several cases of dsuages talc s place-
and that on principle - imnediately between th·e im;uret5. 
person or his ler;al representative and the "Colol:ci•J". 
Cooperation of the directions of schools is generally limi-
ted to the confirmation of the cor ectness of the reports 
to oe suomittea to the "Colonia'' on its own forms. 
The handling of the acciCent in question takes places in 
the a~pointed form. 
After receipt of report of accident the ''Colonia'' ~ays as 
coo~ensation for postage, doctor's.certificate, and pharma-
cist's fee. 
a) D:.;. -.50 (12 1/2 cents) in case the person is not insu-
red v;i th a sick-:''und, 
b) D:.:. 1.- (24 cents) in case the person is insccec1 '.cith 
t"1e Hessian 3ank for Officials, a workmens 1 , "~ locc.l 
or a private sick-fund. 
§ 10. 
As to loc2.l disputes engendered by the incur,:.nce, the 
court of the inland residence of the insured person, as 
well as the court in the district of which the school in 
question is situated is competent, and that b2Lides the 
l8:·;slly competent courts. 
It is the insured person or tis legal reprssentative ~ho 
is au~horized go ~o law. 
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§ ll. 
The conditions of insurance in writing have the preference 
of the General Conditions concerning School-Acci6ent-
Insurance. 
Above contract is herewith concluded for a term of one year. 
It runs froll'. the 1 st of Ap::?il 1949, and nill bo re_c:rded 
as prolonged for a further year, if notice is not Given by 
one of the parties 3 months prior to the 1 s~ of A~ril 1950 
or the following years. 
Fr:.mk:.·urt on the Iic:in, 15th of ::arch 19~-9. 
"Colonia" 
Cologne In;surcmce Joint-stock 
Co:'lpa1IY 
ihe District-Direction: 
P f e i f e r 
Darms';adt, 15th of ;.:c.rch 1949 
President of the 
Government in D~r2stadt 
Department J.I -
Education anG Inc·bruction 
:Uarmstaot 
By order: H e n r i c h 

" C o l o n i a " 
Koln Insurance Joint_stock-Company 
District-direction Frankfurt (Main). 
Manager: M. P f e i f e r 
34, Reuterweg. -Telephone Nr.:55615 
Damage No.: ....... . 
Name and place of injured person: 
Name and place of school: 
Amount of insurance: Date of damage 
DM. 
DM. 
a) concerning case of death 
b) concerning case of invalidity 
c) concerning case of daily indemnification 
d) concerning cost of medical treatment 
DJ\1. 
DM. 
------- -----
---------
Date of Amount of 
payment per indemnifi 
month cation 
M. Pfg. 
------- -----
---------
P a y m e n t 
By means concerning Remarks 
of 
Payment 
of the 
"Colonia" 
Reimburse-
ment of 
the sick-
fund 
Model letter No.1 sent on: to person who has not filled out 
question regarding evtl.insurance 
existing with some other Accident-
Insurance-Company. 
" 
II No.2 
" " 
" 
II No.4 
Special remarks: 
II II 
" 
II 
II II 
to person who is not a member of 
any sick-fund. 
to person who is a member of a pri-
vate sick-fund. 
to person who is a member of a 
health-insurance-society (AOK), 
society issuing medical-cards 
(Krankenscheine~. 
1Ya. 
Schaden-~ so_; __ menstellung zur Schulbesuchs-Unfall-Vers. Schuljahr 195 2 - 12 ',onate 
Schadell-2Us3xcmenstellung zur Schulbesuchs-Unfall-Vers. Schuljahr 1953 - 1 o ';onate 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Zei tru.u: Volksschulen (V) Hohere Schulen (H) ZusaDmen (V uccci H) 
Schaden-En tschiidig,s·s. S chaden-En tsch8.diggs. Schaden-En ts ch8:dic;gs. 
zahl leistun,:;en zahl leistuni)en zahl leis'c;_m en 
Sclml,jc'.h~· 1952 
1.4.52/1.4.53 
.\pril 1952 
i.lai IS 52 
Juni 1952 
Juli 1952 
.A.u~u.st 1952 
43 
81 
86 
74 
86 
2,o76.75 
1.336.57 
1.672.10 
1.o15.o7 
1.1o5.37 
5.188,18 
31 3.63o.o1 74 5.7o0.76 
45 1. o86. o6 126 2.!;.22.\~3 
57 1.115.27 143 2o7C7o37 
45 871.94 119 1.GC7.o1 
46 1.34o.1o 132 2 ... ~--~-5 ·-~-7 
77 41C,!;-7 115 .... !'" -~ '- •.. :J.oov.,_>) 
o::toJer 1S'52 54 876.2o 43 51o,;J6 97 1,)C7.1<S 
1952 
De z c_-.: ':; c::c 19)2 
1953 
Februc..T 1S53 
l.IG:rz 1953 
Suc-:1e 1)52 
ScLr 1--:chr 1953 
1.4.53 1 • 2. 54 
A-;=n·il 1?53 
_l .• ~_t...L 1)53 
Juni 1953 
Juli 1953 
_4.u .. ~'L-:.s ·t 1 S-53 
113 1.569.35 68 403. f39 1 81 2.o5).24 
1 o6 1.351.90 1 o5 1.9~6.25 211 3.3,;c· .• 15 
8Lt 981.88 39 544-12 1 2) 1.)20.--
98 1.719.20 75 1.621.31 173 3-541.61 
126 1.769.99 85 1.o8o.59 211 =··;:;)o.58 
---
989 2o,663.16 716 14,699,49 17o5 35o)G2,6) 
•======·====························-·=······················ 
6o 
97 
96 
77 
h9 
1.093.o2 
55o.41 
2.669.o7 
3.250.11 
1.393·31 
35 
79 
72 
65 
36 
519.5·1 95 2.412.)6 
541.66 176 1.o92.o7 
L74B,1o 16C 4·<-17.17 
1.285.78 142 4.)jj.,'J9 
287.1) 1o) 1.GDo.5o 
Septo~~0r 1953 68 
Oktober 1~53 71 
1.432.8o 
1,1;~2. 83 
98 79o.72. 
59 1.397-72 
166 ·"") ')'17 '"') L..•<---)e)C 
13o 2.).'.-o.55 
lT ove __ -:_-, c:_~ 15)3 117 2.994-26 84 761. 9o 2o1 3o():J,1S 
1)53 129 1.784.41 1o4 735. 10 233 2.519.51 
1954 87 5-319.39 55 1.4o3.67 142 S. 723. o6 
Febru:ll' 1954 
1S54 
Sunne 1 ))) 871 ___ ~~!±~2!~1-------~~7 _____ 2!171!±± ____ 122~------~1!221!~2 
===----------------------------------------------------------

~ 
List of .i·,_ccic1.:Jnts concern. School-i .. ccid.-Ins. Sc~1ool-fec,r 1952- 12 :·.:onth:o.: 
~~~~-~£ __ ::~~~~~~!~-:;~:;~~~~=--~s;~£~!::!~~~~~=~~~!-~~~~~!:L£·2~_!22~-=-~~-:;~-.2~~~ 
~lc~cnt.Dchools (~) 
::u;c,ber of 
~cci~cnts S costs 
School-:-c:£ 1952 
1.4.52/1.~1--5) 
April 1S52 43 8 497 
: ay 1';'52 81 32o 
Juno 1952 56 4oo 
July 1952 74 243 
Au.:::,uot 1')52 86 2G4 
Septa· ~-i)or 1952 3C 1 '242 
October 12)52 54 21o 
I/ ove -~J oc· 1952 113 375 
Dece··.,iJcr 1952 1 o6 323 
Januo.r:/· 1 ~'53 84 235 
Fo'"':)ruar-- 1953 98 411 
L:arc~1 1 ( )3 126 423 
,.. h 0 , 1 c·-) 
.J.J.J..g "'cnoo s ~. 
;·u-Jber of 
Lccidents ~~ costs 
31 :~ 868 
45 26o 
57 267 
45 2o9 
', 
-;.o 3 21 
77 1oo 
43 122 
65 116 
1o5 472 
39 13o 
75 388 
85 25-~ 
11.1o'Ge.l (J: ~\nc1 ~~~) 
mcbcr of 
~cci2ents Tot~l -~ coots 
74 j\ ·w 1 ,~·G5 
126 )uo 
1 ~-3 667 
119 t1r)2 
132 505 
115 1,342 
97 33 ~~ 
161 491 
211 Uo1 
1 23 )65 
173 79~ 
211 u :.1 
rrotal 1-" --,.. 'j_;,::;. ~gg===g=~;~~~====J~~======~=~;~~~=====~;Jg~======J==~;~~g 
School-:~_~e:·.r 122~ 
1.4.53/1.[_.54 
April 1 s~53 6o ., 452 35 " 124 95 :;! 57G .\:~ ~
May 1953 7o 134 79 13o 176 2G~e~. 
June 1953 96 6313 72 41Ci 1Gb 1, o56 
July 1953 77 777 65 3o8 142 1, oL5 
Aur;ust 1953 69 333 36 67 1o5 4oo 
Septe:::bcr 1S'5'3 66 343 96 189 166 532 
October 1953 71 273 59 335 13o ' ~ •jQ~J 
:Nove:J1Jer 1S53 117 714 84 103 2o1 '97 
Dece:r,oor 1S53 129 427 1o4 17o 233 Go) 
Januarjr 1:/54 87 1 '275 55 336 142 1 '611 
Febru~·~r:r 1 S5tt 
Llarch 1')54 
Toto.l 1 )j ~) ~n===~=~;6~~====~~J======~=~;~gg=====~;~~~======~==~;~~~ 
